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ABSTRACT

The world has changed more rapidly and more radically in the three
years since 1989 than it did in the forty years before that date. This
book offers an interim analysis of these changes, from the fall of the
Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War in 1989 and the dissolution of
the Soviet Union in 1991, up to and including the election of President
Clinton in 192. A special chapter is devoFd to their impact on
Australia's foreign poliry prospects. The changes in Western and
Central Europe and the Central Asian Republics, along with tlreir
probable impacts on China, fapan and India, are also charted.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This nronograph is specifically about the posFsoviet world
order, rather than'the new world ordet' or'the post{old War world
ordey'. Though those three phrases are often used as s)rrpnyrnous,
they are in fact subtly different. Paradoxical though it -ay seem, the
post-Soviet world order is in fact being constnrcted on the ruins of two
separate versions of 'a new world orde/, each.of which seenred
hopeful to many people in its day. fust after the First World War,
Ienin and woodrow wilson raised the rival banners r,espectively of a
new world order based on revolution Out headquartered for the time
being in Moscow) or a new world order based on selfdetermination
and the kague of Nations. Both failed. The end of the Soviet Union
in December \991was a belated acknowledgerrent of the failure of the
expectations of November 7917, national as well as international. The
end of Yugoslavia and (more peacefully) of Czechoslovakia, long after
the Ieague ibelf had been wound up, has been in its way anotlrer
reminder of the high fail-rate of new world orders, and the
intransigence of some historic forces like nationalism. A lot of names
which had vanished for decades from the lexicon of international
politics are back agairy bringing their echoes of 'old unhappy faroff
things, and battles long ago'. St Petersburg, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Slavonia, Moldavia, Bosnia-Herzegovena, Macedonia, Croatia,
Kosovo: even perhaps Bohemia and Transylvania, those prime
inspirations of traditional and literary fantasy.

But that is not the only reason why there is a haunting
'forward to the past'quality in recent developrrnnts. Ethno-linguistii
identity seems to have replaced ideology as a source of crisis in many
parts of the world. The explosive potential in that Fnderry should not
be under-rated. The world is full of multinational or multi<thnic
empires, lightly disguised as federal or even unitary staEs. The
dissolutions of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia have shown that a
central sovereignty can be broken up, even with urexpected speed.
The example of the European Community has shown that there can Ue
alternate arrangenrents to the sovereign state as a framework for
economic and defence cooperation. The example of the tiny
sovereignties of the Pacific Islands (some of thern with so few people
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they would hardly fill a srnall football-stadium) has shown that

pot'iUcat communities far srnaller than was previously thought viable

ia" i" fact survive. Geflecting on the city-states of ancient Greece or

Renaissance ltaly, one could even hope that creativity might be

fostered by srnali political communities) put in an-y case, the society

of states ;?ettrs to have entered a new phase of fragnnntation and

integration lile that of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
.s,ir"ie", when it saw the inEgration of C'emrany ard ltaly, and the

fragmentation of the Ottoman and Austrro-Hungarian ernpires'

Those are not the only contemPorary r€tninders of past

diplomatic history. The entral aqgunrent of this nnrrcgnph is that the

"*"tgr"g 
(or re+nrrging) pattern of great powa-rela!,9-n_shi-ps b that

of a ionftrt of powei+ iomewhat atin to tfrat afbr 1815, though of
course global rither than rrnrely European, ald based on six great

powers-irsbad of five. Since so mudt has Atggy trT published

iUorrt Russia and the other republics of the forns Soviet Union, I have

concentrated irutead on the world outside that central enigrna,

especially on the way other regional balances have beenaffected by the

changes wtrictr have taken place in the oc-Soviet area.

Sonre of those changes have reversed nnre than the

assumptions of 1917, or the straegic calculatioru of the cold war.
Ttrey have rcversed three hundredyears of czarbt aaumulation of
terriory in Central Asia, and PerhaPs eventuallyin theFar East'

It rnay seem mere quibbling to deny this ennil)us
transformationttre name of a new world order. But what rtost PeoPle
rnean by that phrase is not rnerely changes in the rankorder of power

in the sicietybf stabs. Those have certainly talcei plaa, ard so have

change in eritorial dispositions, ard kr claims to sovereignty. But

what-rnost people mean by (and want fi'om) a rnrv world order ie a

change in tire iural quality of relationshiPt T the $rety gf statee'

The inage ttp)r assgcia6 with the phrase is of a world achrally nnrc
orderly,-rnore harmonious than that of the Past -an 

internatbnal
e)'ste; governed by the rule of law, in which exernal or elven internal

uo"naaties are not changed by fore, deferreless citieo are rrot chelH,
goverrurEnts do not adopt riitib"y or ecorpmic policies -whidr 

will
&'eae floods of refugee, minorities ard dissidents are dlorved full
human rights.
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A glance at any morning's headlines will convince rnost people
that we do not as yet have a new world order in that ambitious and
optimistic senee. We do however have a world of changed power-
relationships, not only in the central balance but in many regional
balances. My purpose in this study is to atEmpt a first tentative
slcetch-map of the geopolitical and shategic contours of that global
landscape, after the avalanche of change in the former Soviet sphere of
power and inlluence. Not the prospective economic landscape: that is
for another study.

The post-Soviet world order is about two years younger than
the post{old War world, assuming that the enrd of the Cold War came
with the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989, and that the Soviet
Union died, almost certainly beyond hope of resuscitation, in
December 1991. One of the puzzlo for future historians to explore
will be whether the Soviet Union would have ocpired of its own
internal conbadictioru even without the extra str€ss€s created by the
Cold War. Perhaps no certain answer will errer be possible, but the
fact that Yugoslavia has also passed into history (with hardly any such
external pr€ssure after Stalin's death) seenur evidence that the
difficulties were intrinsic to the two systenu, producing a sort of
economic<um-ideologicd 'netal fatigue, which was fatal in both
cases. If that interpretation is actepted, it has large implications for the
remaining C-ommunist governments, in China, VieEEm, North Korea
and Cuba. But that is a question for later analysis.'What presents itself
insistently for study in the early nineties is the transforrrnd (and still
self-transforming) landscape of the post-Soviet world, which (t shall
argue) pres€nts sorrc contours very lilce those of an earlier society of
states.



CHAPTER 2

A CONCERT OF POWERS?

The imminence or likelihood of Armageddon, in the form of a
nuclear battle for the world between the central balance lrcwers, was
widely taken as an article of faith, especially on the left, during the
forty-three years of the Cold War (194G89). More optimistic folk
hoped wisffully that the tensions between the West and the
Communist world would in time dwindle down (without mailrdirect
hostilities) to a wary tolerance, a guarded coo<istence, as the sonrewhat
parallel shrrggle between Islam and the West had done centuries
before. Those given to traditional power Political analysis also
expected a slow-motion transition from the bilaerd balance of power
c6racteristic of the Cold War to a multilateral balarrce, probably of
five or six powers, with tensions diffused between them.

Not even the rrpst optimistic expected a rapid transition b a

concrrt of powers. Yet that mode of central balance symbiosis
appears, for the monrent at least, to be the dominant influence on
currelrt world politics. Of course, it could Prove quite bmporary but
this essay will put the case for believing that, given sorne prudent
decision making in the capitals of the central balance Powerc, it could
not only be made long-lasting, but prove of value to the whole society
of states.

The concept itself may not be fully familiar excep b those
brought up on European nineteenth<entury diplomatic history, since
that was the last phase of international politics in which it exerted a
long-sustained dominance: most of a century in fact Briefly, one
might say that the difference between a workable concert of powers
anl an ordinary multilateral balance of power is that a concert system
requires consciousness on the part of cenbal balance decision-rnaters
that (at least for the time being) the common interests of their
respective countries oisn-ois the rest of the society of state ane rrpne
important than their competitive interests oisn-ois eadr other. That
consciousness can only emerge when adversarial tmsions between the
central balance powers are at an unusually low ebb: that is, when the
elerrrent of plausible challenge to the sfafirs qw of pwer distsibution is
either alnpst absent, as is the case at the rnoment, or cornes fiom
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outside the central balance. In effect, once ttre Soviet Union fell apart,
and the old familiar diplomatic entity of Russia enrerged as its
successor-state, the strategic and ideological tension betrseen
Washington and Moscow (which had dominated the entire period of
the Cold War) vanished into thin air. 'The enemy has evaporated', as
the US Chief of Staff said. Russia is, of course, a formidable nuclear
lx)wer, but only a revolutionaqy displacenrent of its curr€nt pollcy-
making €lite could reinstate the old Communist or new Russian
nationalist challenge as the central tension in world politics. And none
of the other nrembers of the central balanc*Europe, Iapary China,
India-have for the time being the necessary capacity ard will to
assume the former Soviet role of presenting a radical albrnative to the
status quo, ideologically and strategically speaking. Even less so
economically speaking, since all espouse market economics of sorts.

'For the time being' is, however, the operative phrase.
Dfferential rates of eqcnomic growth, which worked so irresistibly
during the Cold War decades, to the eventual undoing of Soviet
lx)wer, are still at work, and will in time further rnodify the existing
hierarchies of power. I use the plural because ther,e seem at pr€sent to
be two quite different rank orders in the central balance, one strategic
and the other economic. The sbategic rank order is clear enough: the
US, then Russia (with still probably 20p00 nudear warheads in its
annoury, and very large conventional forces, even if tlrey are at
pres€nt in some disarray), then Europe (two nuclear powers, Large
conventional forces with state of the art weaponry), then Chha
(nuclear capacity, large conventional forces), tlren India (large
conventional forces, nuclear threshold), and finally Iapan (well-
equipped cpnventional forces, but severe inhibitions on their use arui
on nudear development).

The economic rank order is more conhoversial. But looking to
the fuh.rre, Europe is bidding to overtake the US at the top.l Despie
the difficulties of the present transition perid, ttre great changes in
Eastern Europe and the erstwhile Soviet area have brought into sight a
tmly immense prospech a European Economic Area stretching from
Portugal to Madivostok (from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the
Arctic to the Mediterranean), with eight hundred million people, nnre

F * !n"-egnl lglo Thlgow, The Twenty-Fir$ C€rtury Bdongr b Eurrope',
Intmsrtnd Ha&l Ttibtttu, N April 19{2.
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than fifty nations, mostly skilled workforces, ard akmst every kind of
t€source. Some European policy-makers (the rnost influential being

Jacque Attali, the head of the European Bank, EBRD), are already
poiiting out that vision to their colleagues. No doubt the Eastern half
wiU rernain in economic difficulties for the rest of this decade, but even

the Western half, the Present nineben-nation European Economic

Area has already a GNP greater than that of the US. The North
American Free Trade Area must conre next in the economic rankorder,
then Japan, then China and India, with Russia for tlre tirrrc being
bringrng up the rear.

That disparity between strategic rank order and economic

rank order has, to my mind, been a sounce of some confusion in
considering the shape of things to come, internationally speaking.
There is a-well-known piece of heavy-handed American irony, The
Cotd War is over, and lapan won'. Neat but inacsurate: Japan has, it
will be argued later,lost substantially in terms of diplomatic leverage,

and indirectly perhaps even in economic terms, with the end of the

Cold War. fhose who have resented that country as prospectively

displacing the US in overall world inlluence were unduly impressed

by lc ability to rnaintain an export surplus: a two+dged asset at best.

The sources of tension between the central balance Powers,
including that between the US and fapan over trade, will be
considered liater. Meantime, the evidence for arguing that a corrcert of
powers does at present o<ist derives chiefly from the renewed ltivism
and effectiveness of the UN Security Council. For when the UN was

being put together, back in 19/'45, the Seority Council was

consciously designed as a piece of diplornatic rnachinery that would
run only on one specific fuel: a concert of powers. That was made

c€rtain by the veto accorded each of the five pernranent nrernbers: the

U$ the Soviet Union (now Russia), China, Britain ard France. Except

when they were unanimous, vety little ould be done. So the Security
Council in fact did very little throughout the Cold War years.2 But
shce 1990 it has been determinedly active, from the Gulf and
Yugoslavia to Sornalia. Since nothing has changed in the actud UN

Exeet fc two ntlrer accidental oodots, Kcea 19fl) md Srs 1956. In thc
Krer case, the Soviet Union happened b be boycotting the Sdrity C-qmdl, rnd
Taiwen sdU held the China seat. ln the Srs case, there w! . very temPonry
oind&rce of lnter€t between the US rnd the Sovtet Untqr aglnst Bdt l&
France erd Isreel"
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madrinery, the renewed activism offers testimony that the fuel that
makes the rnachinery run - the corrcert of powers - is in rerrewed
supply, even though the present permanent rnembership of the
Security C-ouncil represents the powerdistribution of 1945, not that of
1992. That point will be developed later.

The evidence of a concert of powers errrcrging between the six
members of the central balance became visible during tlre Gulf War,
most significantly in the attitude of Russia (then still known as the
Soviet Union) but also in the attitudes of China and India
Gorbadrev's chief diplomatic aide at the tirne, Evgeny Prirnakov, when
making one of his visits to Morow's fornrer ally,Iraq, said that he was
'engaged in an experiment in cooperation with the US'. The post{old
rffar il6ta*e between Washington and Moscow rvas still new ard
tentative at that time. The fall of the Berlin Wall, which rnarked the
tme end of the C-old War, had occurred only ten months earlier, and
right-wing opinion in the US was largely (even predominantly)
inclined, in the opening stages of the Gulf crisis, to believe that
Moscow would, in due course, reveal itself as still an adversary, by
surreptitiously backing lraq. Only in late 1990, shortly before the
launching of the Western air force campaign in fanuary 191, did that
s€ctor in Washington feel fully assured that Moscow had, in effect,
diplomatically and strategically abandoned its erstwhile ally. By then
Russian interests obn-ob the US and the developed world in general
were dearly being given precedence in Moscow over tlre one-tinre
ambitions of Soviet pollcy makers ois4-ois the Arab world. Recalling
the arnount of Soviet effort that had been put, for thirty-five years
(195S1990), into building Soviet influence in the Arab world, that
appears tmly a momentous symbolic change of course by Moscow.

Tle Chinese and Indian nrodifications of stance were lesg
remarkable, but hardly less important as indications of the prcspectirrc
basis of a concert of powers. Given the rapid dec.y of Soviet influena
in the Third World after 1989, and the extrene improbability that
Russia (as successor state) could cultivate any equivalent dqgree of
influenc€, the obvious candidate for tlre roh of 'leader of the
opposition in the transformed society of state is China. It flieg
alternative banners, at least politically and ideologically, if rnt
eqrnomically, to those of the other five: banners which have exerted,
and will probably continue to exert, considerable appeal for Third
World intellectuals. It is a nuclear power, is rnaking rapid ecommic
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progress, and is the bearer of a great and ancient civilisation, though
one never given to much preoccupation with individual rights as

d€fined in the West. Altogether, a potentially Powerful disrupter of
the established international order, if and when it chooses that path.
But in fact its stance towards the Western action against Iraq was quite
as acquiescent, though not as supportive as Moscow's. If Beiiing had
wanted to throw a spanner into the works, the veto medranism at the
Security Council meetings was there to its hand. That it refrained from
any such effort was an indication that, as in the case of Moscow, the
assumed national interest ais4-ois the other central balance Powers,
especially the US, was being given priority, at least for the time being,
over interests uisri-uis the rest of the society of states. The maintenance
of MFN stahrs in trade with the US, for instance, may well be of more
significance for China's economic development at the mornent than
most other croruiderations. Even that may be placed in popardy (as,

for instance, by the repression of the Tiananncn protesters) if and
when the regimebegins to feel that its own vital interests arc becoming
endangered. But certainly not for the interests of lraq.

Given its general suspicion of US PurPos$ during the Cold
War decades, and its long selfdefinition as leader of the non-aligned
world, India might perhaps have appeared likelier than China o
initiate any international resistance to Anerican Poltcy in the Gulf.
Popular opinion was indeed vividly averse to, or al,armed by, sorne of
the Western operations.3 Nevertheless, the Irdian Soventment
temporarily allowed refuelling rights to US air transports making br
the Gulf, and a year on from the hostilities (tuving rneantint
reassessed many of its foreign and defence policie) Delhi was
considering irint exerdses with the US Navy in the Indian Ocean.

Those acquiescent attitudes on the parts of three powers which
would previously have been regarded as likely to denounce, or even
try diplomatically to block, Ulled military action against a Third
World power, illustsaE the point rnade in my earlier definition of the
necessary basis of a concert of powers: that the decision-rnakers of the
ctntral balance should see their common interests as taking precedence
over competitive interests. And, ironically, it was Saddam Hussein

3 5* I. Mohan M.lih lft. Gtt/(. Wlrl Arcttalie's Bdc nd Asbn-Prciflr f,ll;pts.,
Curb€rrr Papec m Stsat%y and flefenc No.90 (Stsetqic end Ddene Studee
Centrc, C.nb€rrr, I 992),
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who morc or less forced that perception upon them during the crisis.
For it was, and is, to the interest of all the central balance powers (and
indeed practically all the other nrembers of the society of states) that
the supply and pricing of oil be kept out of hands which seem likely to
prove extortionate, a possibility which not rnany goverrunents were
inclined to dismiss in the case of the Iraqi dictabr. Oil in unhindered
supply at reasonable prices is even more vital to a relatively poor
developing country like India than to the US, Russia and Britain,
which have supplies of their own, and thereforc are to some extent
cushioned against price rises. A year after the end of the Gulf War the
price of oil in real terms was lower than it had been twenty years
earlier.

The underlying point again is that the interests of the
dominant powers of the central balance can also in many instances
correspond to the interests of most of the society of states. (Seldom all
of them.) The question came into even sharper focus during the course
of the Gulf War, and still more during its immediate afterrnath, on a
strategically cmcial matter: nuclear proliferation beyond the cirde of
the cenhal balance powers.

At the time of the Israeli strike against Iraqi nudear
installations in 1981, American and other intelligence sourc€s believed
that Iraqi efforts had been a good ten years away from weapons
capacity, and that the Israeli strike would set those efforts back
substantially, or even end them. In subsequent years the reports of the
IAEA had seemed to confirm that that had indeed been the case.4
However, about October 191 an Iraqi defector, a nucl@r scientist,
reported that the efforts had not only surreptitiously persisted, but had
presumably been intensified, and that the lraqis were by then within a
year or so of a deliverable warhead, along with rneans to deliver it ory
for instance, Tel Aviv or Teheran or the Western bases in Saudi Arabia.
Washington's obiertives in the conflict with lraq werc therefore
rcdefined to include its forced nuclear disarmament. Which in turn
meant embracing the military optiory since there was no way that
merely persisting with sanctions would have induced Saddam
Hussein (or probably any other foreseeable Iraqi decision-maker) to
agree to such a measure of disarrnament. The difficulties that ttre

For more details on US intelligence ass€ssur€lrts of the heqi pogramme, s€e
lnttttta,tiollril Haakl Tihou, 2l April 1992.
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Western inspection teams have been having even in conditions of
sernicorpation after military victory, ale ample evidence of that

However, the main point to rpte is that the nudear weaPons
aspect of the Gulf crisis reinforced a cronsciousness, already existing
shce at least 1974 among the decision rnaken of the rnaix nuclear
powers and their close allies,S that it was in their cpmrnon inbrest that
membership of the nuclear club should remain as restricted as
possible, and that breakouts'might potentially be at hand. Iogically
(though before 1991 it would have seemed quite prepotercus), that
gave the US, Britain and France a cormron interest with Russia against
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus, which until a fuw npnths earlier
would have been rqgarded in Mosctow as being as much entitled as

Russia itself to be defended by the last Russian missile and soldier.
From tlre moment when the Soviet Union shattered ino fragments, the
mair strategic interest of the Western alliance becarrr b ensure that
only one nuclear power should emerge from the debris: Russia.

Otherwise the process of nuclear proliferation would not only take a
shary nomirul6 bump upwards with the addition of Ukraine
IGzakhstan and Belarus but (rnore seriously) the likelihood of still
further proliferation would be much increased. For in the desperate
economic circumstances not only of the advanced science sector of the
ex-soviet world, but of individual scientists, technologists and relevant
armed forces peruonnel, scatted across the newly independent
republics, any nuclear-ambitious Third World country could suddenly
hope to recruit to its weapons programme some of tlre most
knowledgeable people in the world in the relevant fields. (There are
said to be about 10,0m ex-Soviet persorurel with a fair ocpertise,
about 1t0m with a high expertise, and about 3"000 peak-level.)

The problems of that particular issue have prcduced some
situations which would have seemed the stuff of satiric fantasy until
December 191, lile Ukraine demanding that Western rnonibrs
should oversee the destmction of ex-Soviet weapons because the
decision-rnakers in Kiev did not trust the Russians; the Russians
themselves eagerly selling plutoniung uranium 238 and their most

5 Who were elready mesrbere of the Nuclear Sup'pliers C,roup c Lan&n Club, *t
- up efter the Indian nudear tegt explodon of 174.5 Nlxrinat beceuse thorgh the wealoru ate ur the soil of tlroee tlnce ounhies, they

ere sdll ontsolled by the elec{ronic loc* or 'two keys'3y6tem, .d the teys ale
held by the Preddent and Defene Mlnist€tr ln Mcow.
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advanced space technologies to the Americans; the US arui Gerrnany
setting up an instituh in Russia for ex-Soviet rientists to work (at

bargain rates) for the West so that they would not be bmpted to tal<e

alternative employrrren0 and NATO kindly proffering the services of
its officers to help in dismantling nudear warheads on ex-Soviet soil.

It remains for the foreseeable future to the interest of the
members of the'nuclear club' (all but one of whom are also members
of the cenbal balance) that it should, as nearly as feasible, be restricted
to its present membership. Of such perceptions is a concert of powers
made. It may not be possible to prevent the addition of several other
very large poweni in due course (since prevention might in their cases
involve more dangers than acquiescence) but in cases like Iraq, that is
clearly not the assessed probability. Does North Korea also come into
the Iraq category? logically, that should depend on the attitudes of
China, fapan and Russia. Does any of them want a small erratic
nuclear power in their corrunon proximity?

Reverting for a moment to the role of the Gulf War as the
catalyst added to the previously existing 'mix', which crystallised-out
the concert of powers, I would argue that it in effect provided both an
urgent and universally relevant economic factor (the supply and
pricing of oil) and an enormously important and permanently
operating strategic factor (the control of nuclear proliferation). So dl
in all, historians will perhaps be able to elevate Saddam Hussein
(posthumously) to the role of Wicked Godfather at the advent of the
global concert. Or at least spare him a footnote in their analyses.

The standard argument against the possibility of a crcncert of
powers used to be the alleged incompatibility of the economic
assumptions, political value systems and general ideologies of the
decision-rnakers of the central balance powers, especially those in
Washington, as against those in Moscow, Beiiing and Delhi. Possibly
that was true during the Cold War decades, but with the collapse of
European Communist societies, and the dwindling influence of other
forms of radicalisnu it is obviously no longer true for five of the six
members of the central balance. The rnainstream political/economic
spectrum hardly now runs beyond conservatism on the right and
social democracy on the left. The fringe parties beyond either edge of
that range are not as yet of much inlluence. China, obviously, is the
one exceptiory in that it still espouses Communist party autocracy as a
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political system, even though its economic practice seems to be a sort
of authoritarian capitalism, which is doing rather well. If one lmks at
the dranges in sonc other East Asian societies which also began with
authoritarian or intenrentionist capitalism (Taiwan" Singapore, South
I(or€a, even fapan) one is entitled, to my min4 to feel a certain
optimism about the long-term outcrome in the case of China. But even
if Beiing should prove a holdout' in terms of donrestic politics, that
would not, to my mind, vitiate the notion of a concert, or even
differentiate the prospective system from its predecessor.

The old Concert of Europe was certainly run by a likeminded
gtroup of people (the European internationalist aristocracy of that day)
who shared corunon assumptions, obiectives and lifestyle. But the
political systems of the five members varied fully as much as, or
possibly even rather more than, those of the six central baLance powers
do today. Britain and France in the early nineteenth century were
rclatively liberal societies, but Austria, Russia and Pmssia were as
autocratic by the standards of that time as China is by the standards of
the present day. And there were outbursts of indignation by the
citizenry of the more liberal societies against abuses of hurnan rights in
the nrore autocratic, precisely as today. Nineteenth-cenhrry liberal
causes, like the freeing of Ialy from the dutches of the Austrian
empire and of Greece from the clutches of the Ottornan empire, were
as passionately espoused by outsiders in their tirne as the freeing of
Eastern Europe or the Baltic state has been recently. Perhapo even
nx)r€ so: Byron, after all, died in the morass of the Greek liberation
campaign, whereas more recent poets have usually confined
themselves to writing folk-songs. Maz-ini and Garibaldi were as
much the heroes of london drawing roonw as Walesa and Havel have
been of their Washington counterparts mor€ rccently. What is rather
more surprising given the restricted literacy of the tinre, is that
indignation at foreign tyrants could spread beyond the middle dass, as
for instarrce to the workmen at Barclay's Brewery in 1850 who threw a
visiting Austrian dignitary, General Haynau, into a horse trough
because he was held responsible for atrocities in ltaly.T

On the essential basis of a power concert, crcmmunication
between policy-rnaking 6lites, the advantage is in reality

An acqrnt of these dissident movesrents of the nineteenth century may be fourd
in AJ.P. Taylot,TluTrotbb-Mehtrs (Hani$ Flamilton, LqrdolU 1957).
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overwhelmingly with the contemporary s)rstem as against its
prcdecessor. It took a week's hard travelling by crcach over bad roads
for Castlereagh to be in direct touch with Metternictu whereas
President Clinton can be in touch by phone and fax with iust about
every other decision-maker in the world in the course of one working
day, and his predecessor often seemed bent on doing so.

The presentday concert is also vastly better placed than any
previous incarnation of the idea in respect of diplomatic structures. In
fact, presentday diplornatic structures ar€ so abundant (not to say
excessive) that they have constituted a sort of scaffolding within which
the corrcert of powen has been put together with quite sulprising
speed. There are three 'generations' of structures involved: those
designedbefore the Cold War,like the UN and its specialised agencies;
those c'reated during the Cold War, for Western purposes,like NATO
on the strategic side and the Group of Seven (G7) on the ecpnomic
side; and those created as the Cold War began to fade,like the ECSC.
The UN instrumentalities, especially the Security Council, were indeed
designed at a time when poliry-makers still hoped (though they no
longer really expected) that the war-tirne alliance which defeated
Hitler could and should persist as a conc€rt of powers after the war:
hence the provision of the veto for the permanent members. Thus
during the Gulf crisis the Security Council was belatedly able to slip
into the role which had been envisaged for it Oy the Russians most
insistently) in 1944-45.

The C-old War generation of Western diplomatic structures, by
contrast, was at one stage expected by many people to fade away (like
their counterparts on the other side of the Iron Curtain) with the
disintegration of the Soviet Union. But that has not happened: rather,
the tendency has been for Russia and the rest of EasErn Europe to
become 'candidate members' of structures which were originally and
resolutely dedicated to their containrrcnt. Yeltsin himself has said that
he hopes Russia will, in due course, pin NATO. The WesErn
decision-rnakers concerned are chary as yet: rather bowled over by the
speed of events, and anxious.about what sort of commiEnents or
complications would ensue if push should conre to shove in relations
between Russia and Ukraine, for instance. The most they are able to
concede at the rrpment is the setting up of ttrc North Atlantic
Cmperation Council as a sort of Eastern'annex' to the alliance itself,
plus the 'redefinition' of Russia as no longer an adversary, and
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assorted offers of ioint exercises, confidencebuilding nrcasures ard so

on. Before 1990 such gestures would have seemed tlre stuff of fantasy:
by 1992 they seemed more like part of a transition Process already well
underway.

That process has been made the easier by the way in which
NATO had previously developed beyond its original function as a
military alliance into a'securi$r community' for its membens. That is,
it had provided not only reassurance but constrainte on the strategic
and in part the diplomatic policies of member governments. (The

French made a good deal of that point at the time of their departure
from the coalition nrechanisms, though not from the alliance ibelf, in
796f,.1 Reassurance is no doubt necessary for all the members,
othenrise they would hardly acc€pt the burdens of rrcmbership.
Constraint, on the other hand, is of importance primarily where there
ar€ reagons on the part of some nrembers for apprehensions about
others, as for instanca between Greece and Turkey. The long
antagonism between those two neighbours would hardly be
'containable in an alliance less well endowed than NATO, firom whidt
eadr receive benefits it is anxious not to lose. More imPortant still,
each is conscious that ihe other might receive gr€ater benefits from the
alliance, if it should ibelf quit or be thrown ouL Membership thus
operate as a constraint on both, and might so operate aisi-ais other
'adversar5r pairs', like Russia and Poland, for instarrce, or these days
even Russia and Ukraine.

The German analogy is, however, perhaps more pertinent in
Russia's case. A cynical old NATO pke long defined the purpose of
the alliance as 'to keep the Russians out, the Americans in, and the
Germans down'. Keeping the Russians out (militarily, from Western
Europe, was meant) no longer looks as if it requires massive strategic
pr',ecautions, and thus no longer provides an adequate rationale for so
powerful and elaborate a structure as NATO. Keeping the Americans
in offers potential new difficulties which will be explored presently.
Keeping the Germans down, or (more poliEly) balancing the
continuous rise of German power, especially economic power, within
the transformed Europe, has become obviously a much rnore difficult
and more complex task than it was during the Cold War decades.
Especially given the present prospects of Gerrnan ecrcnomic
dominarrce in the whole of the ex-Warsaw Pact area, where it is
already doing rrcre than the rest of NATO put together. The French
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wene once confident that their political and diplornatic skills, plus their
nuclear stahrs, crculd always balance C*rman economic predominance,
but that is no longer seen to be so.

This analysis has been carefully sprinkled with phrases like
'for tlre time being', because of the author's consciousness that tlre
present central balance relationship may prove rnerely the laEst in the
serie of il4tenta which punctuated the Cold War decades from 1955
('the Spirit of Ceneva') on.8 But there is a very large difference
between those episodes and the contemporary situation. They all
occuned within the stable, solid bilateral balance of the Cold War
yeans, in which the Russian camp at least looked rnore or less
strategically and diplomatically (if not economically) on a par with ttrc
Western camp. That situation is gone for the foreseeable future:
Russia is still a formidable nuclear power but its economic catastrophe
has destroyed its diplomatic and idmlogical dout, at least for the time
being.

There is one large obvious diplomatic obiction to the notion
of a concert of powers, an obiection whose essential point is already
beginning to be made audible, even though the phrase ibelf is not
curent as yet. The obiection is that such a system would operate as a
sort of 'collective colonialism' against the Third World. That suspicion
can be heard, for instance, in the protests of radical Arab opinion
against the alleged'scapegoating' of Iraq and Libya, with respect to the
Gulf War and the l-ockerbie trial.

The original European concert may undoubtedly be
interpreted as having allowed some of its nembers to help themselves
to much of the Third World; Britain and France in Africa, and Russia in
Central Asia. But that does not necessarily mean that a new global
concert would be followed by another round of imperialism. Nalfter
tlwpolitical rct the aonomic conilitiots whichpermitteil anil atnuragd tlu
nheteenth-century aVansion of Europe arc likely to ruur. The political
condition of the contemporary world is one in which nationalist
feeling is so widespread that the sort of subiugation of peoples whidt
seenred so easy then has now'becorne, in effect, too difficult to be
worth the effort. One can see the psychological effects of that change

The met impdant of thcc dlteila wrs that dwised after 1%9, whidt cqrtained
within ibelf the seeds of the potential orqt, espedally in the 1975 Hebinki
pros, somudr distrusted in theUSat thedme.
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most dramatically illustrated in the sudden resigned shrug with which
the Russians gave up their enorrnous contiguous empire in 191,
though throughout the Soviet period it had been regarded as both
economically and strategically vital. In a slow-rnotion way, the same
impulse can be seen working in the dismantling of all the overteas
empires of the European powers: Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Belgrum, Portugal. Within the thirty yearc from the erd of the Second
World War, the decision-making 6lites in all those countries carne to
the condusion that, in effect, the game was no longer worth the cardle.
They rnay not have used the term tost-benefit analysis'in the Cabinet
papers and such which embodied the vital decisions, but nevertheless,
what happened was that cosb (military and psychological) rose
sbadily, while benefits (economic and strategic) shrank steidily, until
the total'payoff became clearly negative. Sometinres, as in France and
Portugal, it took long wars and political convulsions before tlre
decision-rnaking 6lite changed, or took the point. In other cases, as in
Britain, one can see the process occurring within a single strand of a
conservative 6lite; conhasting, for instance, Churchill's reluctance in
1947 to see Britain abdicate in India, with Macmillan's eagerness to see
it do so in Africa only thirteen yearc later, in 1960. The contrast
between Gorbachev and Yeltsin on the Soviet Union was, of course,
morc astonishing but otherwise analogous. Nineteenth-cenhrry
decision-rnakers (except Bismarck) tended to believe that overseas
territories were a large national asset. Twentieth-cenfury ones have
had ample demonstration that very small societies with practically no
teritory or rreeources (for instance, Hong Kong and Singapore) can
prcsper, whereas those with vast territories and resources (for
instance, the erstwhile Soviet Union) can rcduce their citizens to
miseryand mutiny.

The other main count against the concert system is, of course,
that it failed in 1914. But the policy-makers of 1815 could hardly be
ocpected to solve the problems of their great-great€reat
grandchildrerL any more than those of the present day can be expecbd
to foresee the problems of the late twenty-first cenhary: their effort
must be to help the world get to that distant date without ineparable
ruin.

That brings us to the positive case for a concert of powers,
which rests on the proposition that only a cooperative (even collusive)
relationship between the societies which do rnost to determine the
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futuie of humanity is likely to be able to cope with the problems of the
next few decades.

It is already clear that the post{old War perid is not going b
look much like the millenium. That is largely because the society of
states seerns to be moving into a double+dged process of
fragmentation and integration.9 Fragnentation, as in the forner Soviet
area and in Yugoslavia; integration, as in the partial transfers of
sovereignty from the ancient nation-states of Western Europe to the
European Community.

At first sight it may seem paradoxical that there should be
simultaneously movements towards larger entities like Europe and
srnaller entities like Bosnia, but it is not really surprising. The nation-
state, as defined earlier this century, seemed to rnany of its peoples tm
large for some purposes and too small for others. Too large to allow
an adequate political and cultural identity to Scots or Welstr, Basques
or C-atalans or any other of the myriad ethno-linguistic communities
into which humankind is divided. Too small to provide economic and
defensive efficiency. That double-edged complaint suggested a
remedy: looser confederations (for defensive and economic purposes)
of politically and culturally autonornous sovereign communities. The
'models' on the one hand of the Soviet Union or Yugoslavia falling
apart, and on the other of the European Community pulling itself
together, will undoubtedly create aspirations for the one pathway or
the other in many communities which regard themselves as either
captive in an alien sovereignty, or divided from their ethnic brothers.
There are numy such entities: the world, as was noted earlier, is full of
multinational or multi-ethnic empires lightly disguised as federal or
even unitary states. Especially the developing world, where many of
the boundaries are accidental legacies of the colonial pedd, with little
relevance to tribal communities. So far the successor states have
prudently opted to maintain those arbitrary frontiers. But can that
agreement hold once the peoples concerned have become fully
conscious that it has proved possible, in contemporary conditions, to
dissolve a central sovereignty, as in the erstwhile Soviet UniorU ttre
erstwhile Yugoslavia, the erstwhile Czechoslovakia, tlre erstwhile
Ethiopia? If Ukraine, which had been wedded to Russia for three

9 S€e John Lauis Gaddis, Towards the Post C-old War World'in Forcign Affiirs,
Spring 1991.
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centuries, could break away from what had, up to 1991,looked like a

chilled steel stmcture of control, why should Tibetans despair? Or
Biafrans? Or East Timorese? Or eve& perhapc, the Kurds? The end
result of a process of that sort may eventually be beneficial to human
welfare and happiness, but the process itself must be crisis-ridden
Only a viable cpncert of powers,legitimised as the Secrrrity C-ouncil, is
lilely to be able to provide the necessary diplornatic dout (ard
ecpnomic resources) to keep the almost inevitable hostilities (as in
Yugoslavia) within limits.

Tlre revival of the Unitd Nations since 1990 has sometirnes

seerned the most remarkable thing of its kind sinc€ lazarus. But the
reality behind it is that the Security Courrcil (aa against the General
Assembly) has always, since 19d5, been poEntially quite a powerful
diplornatic artefact.lo All that has been needed to put the breth of lift
into it has been a concert of powers, along the lines of that for whidt it
was originally designed.

(Sorrrc Third World governrEnts, brooding about the
pr€ssures on Iraq and Libya as auguries for their own futures, will
undoubtedly be liable to think of it as a Franlcenstein's rnonster. That
probability could be reduced if its membership were expanded to
reflect the powerdistribution of the 1990s ratlrer than that of 195:
perhaps eight or ten permanent members, including |apan, C'ermany
and India, and twenty elected member€, which would allow
reasonably frequent'hlrns' on the Council for the rest of the society of
states. The G7, which is the real ecpnomic face of the concert of
powers, will presumably expand automatically as new economic
poEncies are acknowledged. NATO, which is the essential shategic
backup' for Security Council edicts, seenrs also to be roving, however
slowln towards expansion of its role. The basic principle is surely that
the facades of power-relations should reflect the realities behind them,
ard not be mere'Potemkin villages'.)

Beyond the present crises of fragmentation and rcinbgratiory
there are others that will also be difficult to cope with unless a conoert
of powers is maintained. For instance, the rising potential for
erwironnrental disaster. If Ctina and lndia aLe the high+nergy-
consumption, high-pollution roads towards indusbialisation, so

10 Se Appendix fot details of its legrl powers.
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disastrously followed in the Soviet Union and Easbrn Eurcpe, much of
the world rnay come to look like the Aral Sea ard the Kola Peninsula.
But if China and India see themselves as membens of a useful club,
which includes the Westem powers, with resources and capacity to
offer less damaging technologies, and also economic inducenrents,
those dangers may be reduced. Less powerful countries would then
find it difficult to defy so massive a clcncentration of authority. The
arms trade is another area in which only pint effort by the central
balance powers (still the main suppliers) can prove effective. That in
hrrn is the most hopeful mode of discouraging regional arrns rac€s,
and reducing local hostilities to less lethal levels.

Hope for the durability of any such system clearly depends on
persistence of the present relatively equable relationships (despite the
frictions) between the six central balance powers. Ttrere are
ambiguities between (and particularly within) each of them that rnay
rnake that seem unlikely. Yet, on the whole, the advantages for each
from the prospective system seem to provide incentive enough for the
relevant decision-nrakers to work hard at keeping it in being.
Moreover, the diplomatic structures which I called a sort of
'scaffolding' for the concert of powers, tend to the sarre effect. They
impose rreetings, and meetings usually impose an effort at consensus,
or apparent cons€nsus, if only for the sake of the domestic 'irnages' of
ttre political leaders involved. None of the present permanent
members of the Security Council is likely to boycoft its sessions as the
Soviet regime did in 1950, because it is so potent a status symbol in
present circumstances, as well as being conceivably useful to their
respective national interests at some future daE. The sane is tme of
the other maior international groupings: NATO and GZ the Bank and
the Fund, the ECSC and the OECD EC, APEC, OAS and the rest. They
may impose, Fintly, quite a burden on the time of decision-makers
and policy-makers, but they have also functioned to create a sort of
'groupthink' iunong the international 6lite whose mernbers are always
meeting each other in various rather desirable locales. Those are the
workers in the raffolding of the concert of powers, so to speak.

As a final factor making for the system's viability one might
note that its maintenance luckily requires no formal treaty or
agreement or even pint declaration. Only a set of tacit understandings
to refrain from particular types of policy. Dplomats and foreign
pollcy sbategists are normally quite adept at tacit understandings.
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Against those factors making for persisbnce of the sysbm, one
must weigh those rnaking for its potential disruption. Tlrcy are real
enough, but none of them seems likely to rcach'critical mass' for the
next decade or two, which seems to imply at least some tirre for
further consolidation. Lawrence Eaglebirrger (Acting Secretary of
State at the tine of writing) said perceptively, at the end of the C-old
War, that Anrerica had won, butboth sideo had finished out of breath.
The same need for a breathing-space seenrs to apply to the other four
members of the central balance: they are all rather in need of a decade
or two for adiustrnents and reconstructions, mostly on internal
economic and political matters.

Russia is the rnost obvious case, of course the wounds
inflicted by seventy years of the command eoonomy will in fact
probably need a couple of generations, rather than nrerely a couple of
decades, to heal. But Russia has a partiadarly qlear hisbrical
orientation to a concert system, more so even than Britain. Not only
were tlre Czars and their policy-makers archibcts of, and missionariea
for, the nineteenth-century version, the tradition dearly persisted in
the Soviet period, along with a good deal else of the old Russian
diplomacy. One can see it at various pomts, frcm the prirnarily
RussiandeErmined structure of the Security Council in 1945 b
Mr Gorbachev's technique of rapprocharcnt with the powers after 1984.

No such tradition can be seen in the Chinese case,
unfortunately. In fact even its main ocperiene of alliance, the Sho-
Soviet agrcement of 1950, was rather bleak. But the central ambiguity
of its diplornatic future seems to arise fiom the present uneasy
coexistence between a party autocracy, a theoretically revolutionary
ideolory, and a flourishing though autho-ritarian, market economy. If
that particular blend should prove to persist, China, as it grows
stronger economically and militarily, will look more than somewhat
formidable to the other powers. One might thus foresee a r€venion to
the bilateral adversarial balance, though with a very different line-up
from the last one. Perhaps even reversion to a Cold War, with a new
workout for the conc€pts of containment and deterrence. On the
other hand, even the aged leaders in Beiiing have, presunably, not
acquired the secret of immortality, and rcmembering how rapid the
changes were in Moscow once the new generatioU repreened by
Gorbachev and Yeltsin, came to pow€r, orr is bounn b suspend

iudgment on the middle and long-brm prospects for China. Ard at
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least for a decade or two, good relations with the otlrer central balance
powers will remain vital to its progress.

India is even less likely than China to be able to present a
serious challenge to other central balance powen for the next decade
or two. Uke China, it is the bearer of a great and ancient civilisation
that once made it a world state on a par with the Rornan Empire. But
also, like China, it is only at the beginning of recovery after sonre
centuries of eclipse. The disintegration of the Soviet Uniory and the re-
emergence of Russia as its suceessor state, were considerably rnore
disconcerting to the Indian political 6lite than b its Chinese
counterpart. After all, the Chinese had been sayrng since 1959 that the
Russians were 'taking the capitalist r@d', whereas ttre lrrtians had
seen the Soviet government as the nec€ssary idmlogical balancing
pole, opposite to the Anrericans, between which they were pursuing
their own policy of non-alignment. Thus their mental map of the
world has needed to be recast to a degree not really neqessary for tlre
Chinese. On the other hand, their political instihrtions and
assumptions are far more like those of the other four, which may well
prove a eource of diplomatic strength. American policy-makers in
particular have usually felt that India ought to be a nah.ual ally: the
world's most populous democracy alongside its rrpst powerful one.
Therc is even a sort of similarity in the moral disapproval whidr the
intellectual 6lites of both countries have felt for power-politics in the
traditional European style. The attitudes which lie behirut the ttreory
of non.alignment have a good deal in cornn)n with those behind the
curent American tendency to neo-isolationism. So Delhi's aftitude to
the next phase of world politics might prove doser to Washington's
than it has been since 1947.

ln the |apanese case, contrariwise, the issue is not tlre loss of a
one-tinre superpower ally, but ib continuing presence. The over-
dependent, over-exdusive, relatiorship with the United States has
been visibly frayrng since the winding down of the Cold War began in
the mideighties. That has been logical ernugh, since the original
'compact'on which the U$fapan Treaty was based was a blproduct of
the tension between Washington on the one han4 ard 'the Morow-
Peking axis'(as it was called at the time) on the other. That is, the 1950
outbreak of the Korcan War, along with the condusion of the Sino-
Soviet agreement in the same year, made fapan so vital straEgically to
the United States that its economic viability was, for two or three
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decades, as important to Washington as to Tokyo. That situation could
hardly be expected to survive the waning of tensions with Beiiing and
Moscow, especially given the uncomfortable level of fapanese suctess:
the orrrent feeling among many Anrericans of having warmd an
eaonomic viper in their collective bosom is not surprising.

There is, unforhrnately, no multilateml alliance in the Asia-
Pacific region to provide the sort of tontainrrrenf of lapanese military
potential that NATO provides in Europe for Germany and Russia. So
the decline of the U$|apan relationship creates a sense of vulnerability
right through the arca, in view of fapan's last military expansion, only
fifty years ago. But a concert of powers would offer an egalitarian,
multilateral framework for |apan's future, apprcpriate to its current
international status, yet providing oonstraints as well as neassuranc€.
It would even provide for fapan a framework of security in future
relations with Russia, and the expanding power of China, as well as

obn-ois regional potential threats, like a reunified and perhapo
nuclear-armed Korea.

Europe pioneered the national state why should it not also
pioneer a form of political organisation to sucreed the national state?
On the evidence of the European Community b date, there is no doub,t
it can be very effective economically, and on the basis of either the
Western European Union or NATO it could also be dfective militarily.
Small political units within it crcnstihrte no great problern: after all,
Luxembourg was among the original fourder-npmbers. Only
diplornatically does there seem to be a question-nrark over its
effectiveness. In that respect the capitals that wil matter seem likely to
rcmain londoo Paris and Berlin. Those were also, of course, the
dominant capitals (along with Vienna and StPeErsbuqg) of the
ninebenth<entury cCIncert of powers.

Finally, the United States. Even before the Los Angeles riots of
May 1992, the ambiguities of the American diplomatic future had
beconre audible in the election-year rhetoric. The candidacy of Pat
Buchanan might be regarded abroad as iust a shaw in the wind, but it
clearly bok quite a strong wind to lift so substantial a shaw. Geoqge
Bush's sucoess in international politics became aknost an
embarrassnent rather than an asset to his campaign. Neo-isolationism
at the Anrerican political grassroots rnay be regarded as, among other
things, part of the process of redefinition of the nature of the post-
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Soviet world order. The US Chief of Staff implied as much when he
remarked rather plaintively that his people wer€ 'running out of
demons'; down to minor-league demons, in fact, like Saddam Hussein
and Kim ll-sung. Maintenance of the Cold War build-up, or the
budgets that went with it, could hardly be iustified on such a level of
thrcat. The notion of a concert of powers has tented on the whole b
be regarded with disfavour in American ideologies of inErnationd
politics. Historically, its ninebenth<entuqy embodirnent was an obirt
of suspicion and distrust. Yet when farrrcs Balcr as Secretary of StaE
tallcd of 'collective engagement', he seemed basically to be presenting
the same idea under a rpre tactful euphemism. He even pointed out
its virhres in avoiding 'the dangerous extnernes of either fallacious
omnipoterrce or misplaced multilateralism', and the fact that it could
allow ctntinued American leadership with reduced Anrerican
burdens, as in the highly advantageous cost-sharing arangenrents for
the Gulf War.ll Whether Republican or Democratic presidents inhabit
the White House for the next decade or two they rnay find it necessary
to channel most of their energy and capacity for leadership inb the
inner cities rather than the external world. So a concert of powers rnay
be almost as useful to President Clinton's successors as to President
Yeltsin s.

Thus for all six members of the central balance, the present
pattern of the relationship rnay be seen to provide real advantages.
That is a solid enough reason for expecting it to persist. Not precisely
a new world order, but certainly a bansformed one, as transfornred as
that of the early nineteenth century, aftrer the'triple earthquake' of the
American and French revolutions, and the industrial revolution. The
historical parallel remains clear.

1l Se hls sp€ech of 21 April 1992 to the Ctricago C-q.urcil cr Fce{gr Rnle[o*



CHAPTER 3

NEW REGIONAL BALANCES

Whether or not history endolses that foreast of a cpncert of
powers as the probable pattern of the ctntral balance for the
foreseeable future, it remains dear that practically every regiorul
balance in the society of states has undergone sonre mutation as a
consequence of the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The post-Soviet
world order thus undoubtedly means a changed set of power-relations
right through the society of states, and in rnany quarbrs the changes
have made the world look rnore like its prel977 (or mudr earlier) self
than like anything radically new. The political conrmlsion of late 1991

in Moscow not only undid the ideological assumptions of October
1917, ia undid much of the centuries.long Czarist acrumulation of
tenitory, and brought into doubt the future of sorrc areas evm of the
Russian Federation itself, as well as destnoying the s<tended regions of
lregemony and influence built up by Stalin ard sorne of his suctessors
afbr the Secnnd World War. Thus, anpng other effects, the change
recreated both Centrat Europe (Mitteleuncpa) and Crntral Asia Cthe

rcalms of Tartary', as that area used to be called when it rcPresend a

sort of fantasy world of poetic barbarism to WesErn Europe).

Iogically enougl; the lerrel of change in power-balames
outside the former Soviet territories ard Eastern Europe depended on
the proximity of the area concerned b the epicentne of the diplornatic
earthquake, Moscow. So it was relatively low in distant regional
baLance, like Southeast Asia, the Pacific, and tatin Anrerica, though
even in them a ripple effect can be discerned: much rnore in closer
areas.

The previous historical transforrnatory sequence of the
American Revolution, the French Revolution and the Irdusbial
Revolution in the late eighteenth and early ninebenth centuries scenul
the nearest analory. In that case, the two political revolutions (1776

and 1789) bok at least forty years (to 1815) to even begin to work
themselves out, and the economic changes much longer, of course. So

obviously it would be absurd as yet to atEmPt a final bottom lirre' for
the events of 1989-91. What follows must therefore be read as a first
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approximation, or interim sketch, of the post-Soviet diplomatic and
strategic landscape of the society of states, while it was still defining
itself in 1992.

Europe

For most of the Cold War decades, the term'Europe'was often
loosely used to mean, in fact, the rather small, mostly prosperous West
European enclave which was engaged in integrating itself into an
economic (and prospectively a political, or at least diplomatic)
community. 'Europe' in that definition had a sort of collective
membership in the central balance of power, even though the limits of
its capacity to take military de<isions as a single entity were well
understood. For a time, until the post-Maastricht perid, only a small
additional increrrent of political will seemed needed to create a sort of
federal or at least confederal sovereignty. That ambition was
cherished, however, primarily by the nmre zealous members of the
European movement, though also pressed on Europeans by many
Americans, reasoning from their own constitutional history that a
United States of Europe was both possible and desirable.

More lukewarm Europeans refused to share that vision: a
good French nationalist, for instance, like Charles de Caulle with his
insistence on a 'Europe des patries', and more recently a good English
nationalist like Margaret Thatcher in her denunciations of the idea of a
'rnegastate' ruled from Brussels by a nonelected bureaucracy, the
'Eurocrats'. Even before the end of the Cold War, the tension between
the two points of view had provided the central argument in European
affairs, tlnt betr,veen the proponents of 'widening' (i.e. admitting more
members) and 'deepening' (i.e. delegating more power to Brussels).
Only a few people believed that the two could and should proceed in
tandem.

The end of the Cold War, and then ttre dissolutions of the
Soviet Union and of Yugoslavia, obviously transformed the feasible
definitions of 'Europe', both in potential size and prospective nature.
Many Europeans had always regretted and been embarrassed by the
division of their continent between the prosperous and democratic
West and the poverty-stricken party autocracie of the East. The
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cleavage seemed incompatible with any seriouslntion of Europe as
historically one civilisation, with preferably one &stiny.

Moreover, the end of the C.old War rcrnfutdd European
policy-rnakers of a point that had been ratlrer overloolced arnong the
economic benefits since 1957: that the initial pressue for economic
integration in th€ West (i.e. without the EasO had conn from sfiategic
preoccupations inseparable finm the Cold War. The Marshall Plan of
198, which firtt imposed pint economic plaming, was an elernent in
the inidal Washington strategy for the ontainrnent of Soviet mi[tary
pow€r arun pottical influence. The diplornatic strategist who originally
formulated the concept was able to assure the USpresidentof ttte dme,
I{arry Truman, that Stalin would refuse participation for the East
European world he then controlled. (The policy-rnaker concerned,
C,eorge Kennary was stationed at the US Embassy in Moscow in the
initial phase of the Cold War, and first presenbd the idea of
containment in a long telegram to Washington in l{arch 1946.)l

Ther€ was almost a straight line of cause and effect from the
anxieties and strategies of those early C-old War years to tlre creation of
the initial European economic irstitutions. For instance, WesErn
sbaEgic preocorpations imposed a need for revival of C*rman
irdustrial capacity, especially in steel-making. French policy-makers,
concerned that such a revival would also rnean in tinre the revivd of
C,errnan military capacity, found a solution for their own specific
arxieties in the Schumann Pl,an, which in due counn created the
Eurcpean Coat and Steel Comrnunity. Thus the Fremh€erman
balanc€', within the context of Wetern appre-heruioru concerning
possible Stalinist expansiory was the'starter-nrobt' of the great engine
driving West European'togetherness'. By the tirne the process got to
the laqger agrcenrent of the Treaf of Rome (o95n the realisation of iB
potential economic benefits had rather allowed its original strabgic
rationale to be overlooked, especially as the one serious failure of the
nrovement, the European Defence Community (EDO, had been hastily
buried in 1954.

Icnnan'l telegrrn, and Winston Churdrill's lldt Curtatn' ,peedt d the came
month in Fulton, Missouri' may be regarded as ttr initial rtsetegy and the ffr*
salvo of the Cdd War, but they were arrived et qutb tndependently, wtthout
AngloAmerican srsultation. Chrudrill wesin opp<rdtlon et the tlme.
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Ttre end of the Soviet Union thus removed the alrrpst-
forgotten first impetus behind the creation of a specifically Watot
institution called the European Community, and permitted a
reconsideration of the area it should operate iry and therefore of the
nature of its most useful functions. Even de Gaulle's mudrderided
notion of 'Europe to the Urals' would no longer s€em so absurd if the
tensions in non-European Russia continued to build as they appeared
to be doing in 1992.

In other words, the argunrent about the 'widening' as against
the'deepening'of Europe was moved on to quite a different basis by
the Soviet collapse. East European societie which had once looked
merely like obiect-lessons in how not to do it began to look like a set of
'walking wounded' in urgent need of help, but also like a set of
opportunities. And while those opportunities might be nnstly
economic for Gerrnany, they could be diplomatic and strategic for
France. The East Europeans, induding the Russians, had again
become participants in the politics of 'Europe'in a way that had not
been the case since the 1930s.

In those days (and earlier) the chosen French modes of
balancing the potential ascendancy of Germany had included alliance
with Russia and other East European societies, as in the'Liftle Entente.
Up until the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, nothing of that sort had any
longer been feasible or necessary. With France's political and
diplomatic skills, and its nuclear status, and given the'standoffishness'
of Britain, the hand on the European helm was usually that of France.
But outrnatching a reunited Germany, with its economic and financial
dominance within the 'Europe of the Twelve', would be difficult even
for the skills of French policy-makers. The prospect of a 'German
Europe', as against a 'European Germany', became abruptly rrore
visible.

At the tinrc of the signing of the Maastricht Agreement at the
end of 1991, the 'integrationist' side of the European argunrent still
seenred to be in the ascendant. By the time it cane up for ratificatiory
towards the end of 1992, the notions of a single currency and a single
Reserve Bank (the'Eurofed') enforcing its economic edicts were being
more vigorously challenged. If the interim outconre proves b be not a
federal Europe, but a new sort of political entity, about half-way
between confederation and alliance, that will allow continued
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'widming'to include the ex-fiefdoms of the former Soviet Uniory as
well as the other candidates for membership.

Stsabgically speaking the disintegration of the Soviet Union
into its sorrrewhat quarrelsome republics has bansbrnred ttrc
European situation ev€n more than it has affecFd the United Stab.
What Washington had to fear, as far as ib own territorielr were
conctrned, was nuclear strike, and the Russian store of long-range
delivery systems for nuclear warheads is only marginally less than that
of the Soviet Unioru though the possibility of their actual use is vastly
less. What Western Europe feared, however, was the Rd Army
sweeping westward towards the Channel Coast. There is a really
eru)nnous military difference between Soviet armed forces based in
Eastern Germany, twenty minutes by tank to Denmark, and Russian
forces, in sorrre disarray, sitting a whole world further east, behind
Ukraine as well as the ex-Warsaw Pact societies, several of which are
eager to pin NATO and would probably seek to throw in their
fortunes with the West if anything in the way of a new threat, eittrer
nationalist or corrununist, emerged in Russia. So obviously Western
Europe is no longer in need of American protection in the way it was
during the Cold War years. The transatlantic reliationship is therefore
much rmre equal than it used to be, strategically as well as
economically. That does not mean the lilely disbanding of NATO
merely that it will function,like so much else, on different terms.

East Asia

The two great powers of East Asia,lapan and China, contrary
to earlier predictions, both seem to have saen a reduction of their
respective diplornatic leverages in the transformed society of stabs. ln
the case of |apan that may be offset, especially in the early nineties, by
continued economic clout in a world hungry for capital and for high-
technology goods. But its long-protected (and even indulged)
situation in the sphere of American power was originally prirnarily a
fringeeffect of the Cold War rivalry between Washington and
Moscow. After all, from 1941 to 1945 fapan was much the rmre habd
of America's two enemies: the one which had forced the US into the
war, in American eyes, by the treacherous srreak attack at Pearl Flarbor
in December 1941, while its diplomatic emissaries were still officially
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dirussing peace in Washington. Yet nevertheless, not quite five years
after the end of hostilities, American policy-rnalcers were beginning
work on a fapan peace treaty that nrany of the Pacific regional powers
at the time thought far too lenient. And in the following decades of ttre
Cold War, right up to the mid+ighties, unhirdercd access to the
American market was the bedrock of ttre astonishing fapanese
economic success. It was only after the winding down of the Cold War
got under way (that is, after about 1986) that the cries for protection
against fapanese industries, and against fapanese acquisition of
American assets, rose to their peak level in Washington. And it was
only after the Soviet Union shrank and then dissolved as an adversary
(that is after late 1989), that fapan rose to an unwanted eminence as
(despite Saddam Hussein), the major enduring menac€ on the
American horizon, because of its bade policies, or at least because of
its discomforting success at maintaining enorrnous trade surpluses:
still about US$40 billion in the early nineties, though down from its
1987 peak.

The American resentnrents directed towards Iapan awakened
reciprocal lapanese resenfinents, audible in books like The lapan tlnt
C-an Say No by Akio Morita and Shintaro Ishihara.2 So one has to say
that the psychological basis of the alliance, as well as the economic
basis, was considerably eroded even before the post{old War
landscape of the society of states began to take shape. In terms of
classic balance of power theory, the indicated course for )apan would
originally have been 'reinsuranc€' with the other militarily once
dominant power of the initially envisaged multilateral balance, the
Soviet Union. But that option was until too late blocked by the dispute
over the 'Northern Territories': the four islands that the Soviet
governnent had seized from fapan at the end of the Second World
War. As long as they remain in Russian hands,Iapan will really have
more serious cause of quarrel with the new Russia than the United
Sates now has, in these days of very cordial WasNngton-Moscow
il€ta*e. Moreover, historically the fapan-Russia relationship has been
much more consistently hostile than the U$Russia relationship. After
all, the twentieth century really began with the Russo-fapanese War of
1904-1905; Iapan was involved with the interventions after 1977; it
fought the Russians in Siberia in the mid-thirties; it was an ardent

The book was first published in Japanee. The English translation was published
by Kaffa-Holmes, Kobunsha un&ted
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rnember of the Anti{omintern Pact, along with Nazi C'errnany, and
Mussolini's ltaly, and the whole rcitrrn il'*re of that pact was the defeat
of Soviet purposes. After 1950 Soviet Policy rernained at odds with the
Ugrnade Iapan peac€ treaty and, of coutse, all that has since stemnred
from it. Mr Gorbachev, that dedicaed anri assiduous inbrnational
hveller, began his campaigns in the outside world as early as 1984,

with the visit to Margaret Thatcher, but for alnpst seven years he did
not venture to Japan. Why that noticeable delay, given the fact that

Iapan was an obvious potential source of the capital and consumer
goods that the Soviet Union so desperately needed?

The most plausible answer is that he knew he qculd not go to
lapan, or cultivate useful diplomatic friends there, without facing the
question of the 'Northern Territories', and he was never in a good
position to do so. To the time of writing, that had also proved the case

for MrYeltsin: his proposed visit in 1992 was abruptly cancelled by the
Russians because of the resentments it generated among Russian
nationalists and some rather undiplomatic statements in fapan. In
brief, neither leader appeared to be able to make the rnairr concession
the |apanese were going to want (the return of the isl,ands), despite
hopes that they might be prepared to pay quite handsomely for them.
The reasons were of counie stratqiic and nationalistic, not economic,
and are, if anything, reinforced by the existing Phase of reductions in
the global balance of forces. In effect, as Russia has lost its edge of
straEgic ascendancy in conventional forces in Europe (a process now
probably irreversible), and as the START negotiations have begun b
reduce the toal count of nudear warheads (within Russia as well as

oubide it), the Russian 'last ditch' deterrent, like its American
equivalent, has become reliant on the least vulnerable delivery system,
submarinelaunched ballistic missiles. ln the Russian case the most
useful redoubt or bastion for these forces rnay rernain the Sea of
Okhotsk, close to the polar icecap. And the |apanee tlorthern
Territories', by all accounts, had long been integrated into the radar
and sonar defences of that redoubt.

Economic desperation may, of coutte, in time prove sbonger
than Russian nationalism and strategic calculation ois4-ob the islands.
In that case a deal could yet be struck. But so far the fapanese seem
determined not to provide funds until then.
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Can fapan's great ecnnomic asseb, its ability to export capial
and its high-tech edge, offset its various kinds of mlnerability,
political and strategic, in tlre world of the transfornmd balance?
Though it is unfashionable to say so, over the long term I would be
somewhat doubfful, especially as ttre indicatioru s€em to be that its
world financial ascendancy may have peaked in 198&9, ard it may in
tirrE find a powerful rival in the new Europe, and ottrers in Asia. As a
great power in a multilateral baliarrce, or concert, of six powers, fapan
might be acrounted to have fewer basic strengths than tlre other five.
It is much the smallest in both population and territory, ard much the
least well endowed with resources other than capital and technical
skills. The US, Europ€, Russia, India arut China all have vast
hinErlands and unused capacities of various sorts, including the
capacity to absorb other peoples. One does not see the sane long-term
assets in the fapanese case, though no one could deny that its present
assets are for the time being very impressive, and it will no doubt
rcmain the dominant economic power in the Asia-Pacific region for
quite some time.

China's time of power is obviously not yet, whereas a nelv
tirre of troubles may not be far off. The old relations between China
and Russia, or npre precisely between the old Chinese empire and the
old Russian empirc, were historically highly predatory on the part of
the Russians, and as recently as the 1950s the governnrent in Beiiing
was still producing maps showing the enorrnous swathes of territory
lost to the Russians in the'une<1ual treaties'of the nineteenth c€ntury.
Now that Russia is again where China's onetinr ally, the Soviet
Uniory used to be, the memories of those old polemics might well
rcvive. The new Russia seems unlikely to offer any military challenge
to China's security, but it clearly offers an enornx)us ideological
challenge to the old men who still run the party and the regime in
China. Not just in terms of doctrine, though that may still be
important in Beiiing. One would say that the threat most keenly felt is
that posed by the emergencE of the independent republics, those in
Central Asia especially. If Taikistan can beconre an independent state,
why not Tibet or Xiangkiang? Once the central power{lib in Moocow
lost their ideological self<onfidenc€, even'heartLand' territorie of the
old Russian empire, like Ukraine, wene allowed to slip away into
independent sovereignty, with only Gorbachev, among the ruling 6lite,
seeming to care much about holding the Union together. (Sonrething
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very similar happened to the political €UE in London during the
process of dismantling the remnants of empire.) For the old men in
Beiiing it must have been a formidable warning: 'agb nousle d6lugd?

The minor powers of East Asia-Korea, Taiwan, Vietnanr" the
Philippines-rnay have better prospects in the new order. They must
undoubtedly, and at reasonable s@, conp to brms with the
implications of some greater future withdrawal of US forces ftom the
area. As of 1992, all that had been firmly proie'cted was a drawdown
of about 10 or 12 per c€nt in US land forces, but that is likely to Prove
iust a first instalment, especially in South Korea. It is difficult, despiE
Iraq, to envisage the US again putting its combat forces into a war on
the Asian mainland, as it did in Korea in 1950 and Vietnam in 1955.

Those decisions were taken on Cold War assumptions which no longer
are valid. Both China and Russia these days find South Korca a ril)re
useful economic partner than North Korea. If North and South ever
came to blows agairy their respective decision-rnakers would, let us
hope, probably come under diplomatic pressure from all the outside
powers-ttre concert of powers-to end it quickly, arrd if they failed to
do so, they might be left to their own devices. So the moral for South
I(orea would seem to be the desirability of orltivating strategic self-
reliance with all possible speed, and the moral for the United States
would s€em to be that the way to induce South Korea to move in that
direction would be to cease resisting pressures for the withdrawal at
least of rrpre US land forces, perhaps retaining air and naval forces
while the pro{ess of gradual inching towards reunification gets under
way, as it appears to be doing.

Taiwan seems likely to increase its ability to cultivate
economic though not diplomatic friends, and influence people in the
new global balance. Since China is less important to both Moscow and
Washington as their adversarial conllict vanishes, they have the less
need to propitiate Beiiing by throwing Taiwan to ttrc wolves.
President Bush's sale of F-16 planm to Taiwan during the 1992 election
campaign was one signal of that. Ttre island is rich enough, and has
population and resources enough, to be able to defend itself quite
adequately against any attack that China would be likely to mount in
tlre foreseeable fuhrre. It no longer saems entirely preposterous to
imagine China's future, in time, looking more like Taiwan's present
system than like Mao's past aspirations. But that is probably a very
distant vision.
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Vietnam is an interesting ambiguity. The affiliation of its
Communist 6lite was always much rnore towards Morow than
towards Beiiing: Ho Chi Minh was already a C-omintern agent in
Lenin's time, long before the Chinese party amounted to anything
much. And nationalistically the Vietsramese have a thousand-year
history of fear and resenbnent towards China. Mor@ver, China
launched a military attack on Vietnam only thirteen years ago, in7979,
and more recently has asserted sovereignty over the Spratly Islands, to
which Viebram had a claim, and which may lie in the middle of an
oilfield.

China's general policies in the South China Sea are regarded in
Hanoi as expansionist. So all the auguries would seem to indicate that
Vietnam, despite its present ideological resistance, rnay in time find
attractions in the Moscow example. Moreover, the Vietnamese still
have a recent entrepreneurial faditiory at least in the SouttU and
plenty of skilled peasant farmers. In theory, they ought to be able to
move away from the command economy towards a market eaonomy
with sorre ease and speed, though perhaps not while the original
revolutionary power{lite is still in control. When that group has been
gathered to its ancestors, their succ€ssors should be able to attsact even
more capital from lapan, South Korea, Taiwary rnayh even ttre
ASEAN countries and Hong Kong. So Vietnam's prospects rruy be
better than those of many Third World countries.

For the Philippines, the most important aspect of the winding
up of the Cold War was that it reduced American need for Clark Field
and Subic Bay, even though the Russians may not be quitting C-am
Ranh Bay. Loss of the money the bases pumped into the Philipphes
eaoru)my will probably increase distres and social unrest in the areas
concerned: on the other hand, nationalist r€sentrnent did focus on the
issue, ard any decision-maker in Manila, whether Cory Aquino or her
sucseseor, had to take account of that. Besides, though the US Navy
will probably survive the US defence orts betbr than the other
serwices, it knows it will have less money to spend and fewer shipo to
deploy. So its resistance to giving up Subic Bay was much less
prolonged than it might otherwise have been. The frictions of the
negotiation helped along the loosening of alliance ties which was
already quite apparent, and inevitable with the change to the
transformed balance. One might even see a new set of tacit
understandings in the South China Sea area, in which sonn continued
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Russian preeence will help offset some US witMrawal against the
assertive Chinese presence in a new triangular balance.

South Asia

As the dwindling of the Soviet Union into Russia-and-its.not-
at-all-cooperative{omrrpnwealth has recreaEd Central Europe as an
area of urrertain rope and possibility, those attributee are e\ren rx)ne
clearly seen in the much larger, also recreabd, C-entral Asia. There
werc suddenly six new Islamic soveteignties in the
world-Azerbaiian, IGzakhstaru Kyrgyzstan, Taiikistan, Uzbekistan
and Turkmenistan, independent republics, mostly poor but no longer
h".ring b hide their Islamic lighb under a Soviet bushel. Th€y had
been the Soviet Unions Third World'in effect, ard highly deperdmt
on Moocow. But their political 6lite seem b have developed sonr
independence of spirit rather fast, and in Kazakhstan tlse were etill at
the time of writing morc than 1,000 Soviet nuclear warheads, rnostly
onS918s.

So that general region could hardly fail to be an area of nerv
strategic interest and scrutiny, especially b India, Pakistan ard
Afghanistan, but also to China (which has borders with Taikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan) and Iran (whidr has borders with
AzerbarFn and Turkmenistan). The control and disrnantllng of the S$
18s or their nuclear warheads in Kazakhstan must rernain, until the
process is completed, a matter of concern to the whole world, since if
the local scientists and technologists, not to mention weaporsdesign
blueprints and even fissile material, should slip across various borders
to Pakistan or lran, the likelihood of proliferation will be much
increased in various delicate local balances.

For Pakistan therefore the transforrned world balance
produced some potentialities that were of concern to the rcst of the
world, and in particular to lndia. There wer€, howev€r, otrsetting
factors. The US, which was formerly gven b looking the other way ag
far as Pakistan's nudear ambitions werc aorK€rnd, be@me mudr
rnore irrlined b seek b block thern And as the onae{trong American
strabgic interest in Afghanistan diminished alrnost to nothing,
Pakistan itself became strat(gically much less rrccesary to
Washington. ln fact, one crould argue fc a rather Machiarrcllian
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rcve$al of alliances for the US as far as Afghanistan and the lndian
subcontinent are concnrned. Ttrc mujaluilin, wtw once looked like
worthy freedom fighters fending off a Soviet 'forward policy' directed
towards the Indian Oc€an, now look more like potential Islamic
fundanrentalists or fractious warlords likely to keep their country in a
permanent state of civil war. It is a neat historical irony that the lavish
US nesources which went into contesting apparcnt Soviet
expansionism there may have resulted in the birth of another Islamic
fundarrentalist regirne, or an endemic state of 'warlordism'.

That is by no means in Pakistan's interesh only if Afghanistan
is reasonably peac€fuI can the millions of Afghan refugee on Pakistani
territory be expected to go home. And a stable, reconstructd
Afghanistan would potentially nrean a large additional benefit for
Pakistan. The Islamic Republics of Central Asia might well find that
their most convenient seaport was Karachi, if the roads through
Afghanistan could be improved or the area made safe for tlre transit
(possibly even by pipelines) of oil and gas, in which they are ridr.
Pakistan would thus have a new and enormous hinterland, in need of
practically everything of the same religious affiliation as itself, and of
similar sociological mores.

If the outcome of the ongoing transforrnation should be in that
direction, it will offer a particularly neat study in reversals of fortune.
As recently as 1979, when Soviet troops rrpved into Afghanistan,
many Western analysb believed that this further expansion of the
Soviet sphere of power was a final triumphant Russian win in ttre old
Anglo-Russian 'great game'. That is to say, Russian power would
finally reach the Indian Ocean, by driving on through Baluchistan,
incidentally disrnembering Pakistan. lnstead, Russia now seerns in
thankful retreat from Central Asia: the heirs of the British Rai might
therefore be held to have finally won the old'great game', though a
new version is being played between Turkey,Iran and Pakistan.

That is no consolation for India, however. It already has so
many difficulties with Islamic forces and Islamic societies that it could
hardly be expected to cheer the arrival of new independent Islamic
sovereignties, possible allies at least in spirit for Pakistan, along ib
northern approaches. More than that, however, one might argue that
the erd of the C-old War, and of the Soviet Union as a sovereign entity
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and a force in the central balance, 'disoriented' Indian foreign Polic't
more than that of any other major Power, even China.

fire newly sovereign India and the Cold War were, so to
speak, born in the same period, 794H7, and lndian breign Pglicy
from its earliest days assumed the cpntext of the Cold War as its basic
background. That is to say, the concept of non-alignnrent, which
Nehru devised as the central foreign Policy strand when lrdia
emeqged from the British Rai, derived its cohesive force from the
contrast between the repudiated world of the suPerPowerc and their
allies (the'aligned' world, organised into two tight alliances, NATO
and th€ Soviet camp) and those who sought peace under ttre bamer of
rrcn-alignnren! spurning involvement in the world's ccntral quarrel.
As history proved, however, the two aliances in Europe rnanaged to
avoid direct hostilities with each other almost completely, whercas
many of the non-aligned countries werc rather frequently involved in
wars. Including India, which therefore found itself in need of
advanced weaponry, and diplomatic backing in various international
forums.

From 1955, when Khrushchev paid a first official visit b lrdia,
those needs were largely met by the Soviet Soverilnent, and
successive Indian decison-makers developed a crcnsiderable

dependence on Moscow in those fields, though still preserving the
formal status of non-alignment, which precluded an actual alliance.
The reliatioruhip grew particularly close after 1960, because by that
date both Moscrcw and Delhi had come to see China as a source of
danger. The Sino-Soviet alliance of 1950 had abruptly ceased to
functiory amid considerable acrirnony, about then, and lndia fought a
brief and inconclusive, but very costly, border war with China in 1!)'62:

a war which left, and still leaves, China in occupation of a coruiderable
area of what Indians still regard as lndian territory.

So tp to about 1985, when Gorbachev began his revisioru of
Soviet policy odsn-sis the rest of the world, including China, both
Moscow and Delhi had solid strategic and geopolitical reasons for a
close relationship. Sorrc ecronomic reasons too: the Indian arrned
forces were equipped with Soviet weaPon s)'sErns acquircd at a mudr
lower cost than their Western equivalents; even a nuclear powered
submarirre was lent to the Indian nary for a tirne, though that did not
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work out very well. For a tinn also there was a brisk barer trade
between the two cpuntries.

Ideologically, morRover, one could say there was a certain
sympathy between the political dlites in office in both. Not that the
Communist Party of India was all that powerful in the federd
stnlctur€ (as against sorne of the states), but the lruiian political ad
bureaucratic class, including the academics, did seem to presene br
rather a long tirrre the Fabian socialist attitudes its members (induding
Nehru himsel0 had acquired in the British universities they attended
as young men. They did not really take to the unabashed capitalism of
the US, being more oriented to the idea of planning than of market
forces. So altogether one might say that the derrnnstrated economic
failure of the Soviet system, as well as the political disintegration of the
Soviet Union iself, left a very large hole in ttre IndianWeltanxluuung.

As in other cases, thougtU there arc offsetting factors,
especially the drance of better relations with the US. During the
second decade of the Cold War (the years of SEATO ard CENTO)3
Washington had found Pakistan the only available pobntial ally in the
Indian subcontinent, and a general alienation thus set in between
Washington and Delhi. Its worst phase was about the tfune of the
secession of Bangladeh, 1971, but actually there were very few
periods, in the whole 43 years of the C-old War, when one could say
that India and the US were reaching real cordiality with each other:
perhaps the Galbraith ambassadorship in the Kennedy years would be
the nearest. With the end of the Cold War, Washington has liftle need
of the alliancebuilding which the Indians forrerly rcgarded with so
much disapproval. Indeed, there arc strong forces in the Arnerican
political system which would like to see the US dispense with many of
the existing alliances. Though it is unlikely these neo.isolationists will
ever call their policy'non-alignment', its emotional rcote are not much
different to those of that Indian concept.

Could Russia ever be, for the lndian governnrent, the
diplomatic best friend' that the Soviet Union once was? It seems
unlilely, though there arc reasons why Delhi must seek good rclations

Sqrth-East Asian Treaty Organisation .nd Cenbd Treety Orgrnisedct
recpedvety. Both were Western diplomadc devie of the uri&fifdee (the Dullee
period of US fceigp oolicy making) constnrded to mainteln the 'onhtnncnt' of
Soviet or Chire expansion by lol alliute. Neither wee effectve.
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with Moscow. The Indian armed forces will go on needing
ammunition and spare parts for their ex-Soviet equipment.
Reportedly the defence procurement people were for a time having
great difficulty in securing reliable supplies, but Russia has urgent
need for foreign exchange, advanced weapon systerns are among its
best exports, and the domestic dernand has dried up as arrns cuts come
into operation. The Indian Navy is to conduct irint exercises with US
Navy units, however, and perhaps in time Indian equipment rnay be
instead sought in the West.

The Middle East

The boundary between Central Asia and the Middle East is an
uncertain one. Turkey, for instance, could if it wished aspire to be a
player in both balances, especially since the new Islamic sovereignties
in Crntral Asia mostly speak languages of the Turkic group. And
Turkey is a rnember of NATO in good and influentid standing,
especially since the strategic value of the NATO bases there was
demonstrated in the Gulf War. What is more, now that Russia and
Ukraine sit quarrelling on the Black Sea, wherc once was the
formidable power of the Soviet Uniory Turkey's one-time strabgic
nilnerability has been vastly reduced. In the anxious days of the early
Cold War, 1946-47, the assumed danger to Greece and Turkey from
Soviet pressurle (in Turkey's case especially over contsol of the Black
Sea stnits) was one of the rnaior preocrupations of Western polrry-
makers, irspiring for instance the Trurnan doctrine of 1947, and the
whole long development of the Eastern Mediterranean strabgy.
Turkey is certainly therefore one of the mapr beneficiaries of the
transformed central balance; militarily, diplornatically anrt Frhapo
erren economically.

For lran the prospects seem nnre ambiguous. There arc about
6 million Azeris in the newly-sovereign republic of Azerbaiirn, ard
about 10 million across the border in lran. The very first crisis of the
Cold War, in 1946 lvas over apparent Soviet rnachinations to detach
the lranian segment of the Azeri homelands from Teheran,
presurnably with a view to evenhrally arnalgamating it with Soviet
Azerbaifrn That apparent prolect was successfully resisbd by a sort
of diplomatic double-act between Washington and Teheran. But lran
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is no longer a Western prot6g4 as it was then, and the 15 million
Azeris on the two sides of the border might together quite rapidly
discover that they have a corrunon destiny. Reunited Azerbaijan could
be quite a substantial power, and a rich one, since a large part of the
area is oil-bearing. It will be ironic if the proiect that was resisted in
1946 comes eventually to some sort of fruition.

Whatever the outcome there, both Turkey and Iran seem
vigorously bent on nuking what they can of the new situation in
Central Asia. Ironic echoes of that old Cold War arrangement, CENTO
(originally intended by the West to stretch from.Turkey to Pakistan,
around the southern periphery of Russia) seem to be audible in the
newly invigorated Economic Cooperation Organisation which now
seeks to add the six ex-Soviet republics to Turkey, Iran and Pakistan.
They were long ago intended by Western policy-makers to be the
'anchors' for a barrier of containment, in case of any future push
southward of Russian power. That was the initial Western concept
(with Eden and Dulles as policy-makers) of what was succesively
called 'the Northern Tier', the 'Baghdad Pact' and 'CENTO'. Given
history's proclivity for repeating itself, one has to wonder whether the
newly strengthened Cenbal Asia Organisation could someday see the
need for the same capability against the new Russia. However, Turkey
and Iran are at opposite ends of what might be called the Islamic
ideological spectrum: Turkey quite secularist still, and Iran
fundamentalist, with Pakistan seeming at present to be veering in the
direction of Iran. So there will be scope for considerable rivalry asri-
urs the ex-Soviet republics.

For the time being, however, the Middle Eastern issue highest
on the world's agenda is still the conflict between lsrael and the Arabs.
And it does not seem over-optimistic to argue that the effect of the
transformed world balance has been to increase the pressure towards
accommodation on all the local parties.

I say accommodation rather than settlement because a tme
settlement (in the sense of a genuine, agreed, perrnanent relinquishing
of competing claims to that over-promised and over<herished patch of
real estate, Palestine) may not be possible. What is not nerely
possible, but has already happened, however, is a reduction in the
level of danger that the conllict represents to the rest of the world. In
the three decades (1955-85) when the Middle East appeared one of the
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most cmcial areas of contest between American ard Soviet power, the
Arablsraeli conflict often looked like a tinder-box that might spark ttrc
nuclear conflagration between the superpowerc. Since the dissoludon
of the Soviet Union, that is obviously no longer the case. Russia, as the
prirnary Soviet suctessor-state, might conceivably try to revive sonre of
the traditional Russian Orthodox interests in Christian cpmmunities or
Christian holy places within the Muslim world. But that is certainly
not likely to attract radical Arabs and lranians, ae Soviet ideolog;y once
did. Several of the Communist parties of the anea wene once popuLar
and influential; whether they can even survive the ctrrrent inEllectual
upheaval in left-wing doctrine seems uncertain. Moreoner, the flow of
Russian lews to Israel is unlikely to diminish: tlrey have fully as much
to fear from the revived nationalisms of the new republics as they ever
did from the Soviet Communist hierarchy. After all, the pogrom was a
Russian invention long before 1917. And, unfortunaEly, sont
Russians now seem to believe that various kinds of 'oubiders' (such as

Iewish Communist intellectuals like Marx and Trotsky) were the
sorlroe of all their troubles. Troubles which are going to seem almost
unbearable at times for at least the rest of this decade. So despite
Israel's own troubles, |ewish communities from Russia and Ukraine
and the other republics may well continue to need a refuge there.

Israel's success in securing diplomatic recognition from both
Russia and China was a compensation of sorts for at least a temporary
diminution of its leverage in Washington. A presidential election
prirnary in which a populist Republican candidate, Pat Buchanary
could talk of Congress as 'Israelioccupied territo4/ was a

disconcerting signal of resentnrent in sorne American quatters of what
had corne by rnany 'insiders' to be dassed as a bo'blatant Israeli
manipulation of the American policy-rnaking rnachine. That feeling
probably began with the quite visible role of Mossad, the Israeli
intelligence agency, in the 'Iran{ontra' fiascp, the Pollard sPy<ase,
and other intelligence blunders. But the developrrcnts that really
undermined Israeli strategic leverage in Washington were the md of
the Cold War, and the way the Gulf War was fought.

To put it bluntly, US shategic need for Israel as a bastion or a
fmthold in the Middle East depended primarily on the C-old War
image of the Soviet Union as the alleged 'puppet rnaste/ of the radical
Arabs, and as an ever€ncr@ching superpower rival for the US,

perpetually seeking to oust it from the area. The more daboraE
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versions of the relevant scenario went on to assurne that the long-term
Soviet'game-plan'was to so extend its influence that the oil-exporting
states becanp totally vulnerable to Moscow's diplomatic pressures,
thus rnaking Western Europe and fapan dependeni on Soviei goodwill
for their oil supplies, and so in due course securing a Soviet victory in
the struggle for the world.

That hypothesis may not seem to have been particularly
plausible even as a concept for the high Cold War years, but it did
undoubtedly get an'inside track' for Israeli influence in the corridors
of Washingtory as late as the Reagan terms of office. In Bush's time,
the Washington enthusiasm for Israelis became rather thin. The Gulf
War inevitably sharpened the perception of Israel as a potential
sEategic embanassment for American policy-makers, striving to hold
together a military and diplomatic operation dependent on Arab bases
and Arab acquiescence in the use of high-tech Western weaponry
against an Arab state, even so distrusted a one as lraq. In fact, at the
tirne the SCUD missiles were flying, a very senior State Departnent
policy-maker, Lawrence Eagleburger (later Acting Secretary of State),
had to be deployed for a time in Israel to keep the Israelis persuaded of
the virtues of a 'low profile' until the war was over.

The intransigence with which Israeli policy-makers resisted
American pressur€ri of the 'land-for-peace' variet5r during the Shamir
perid certainly did not endear them to Bush or Baker, and that
showed very clearly in questions like the loan guarantees for Russian
Iewish resettlement. Israelis, however, could console themselves that
if they temporarily lost diplomatic dout in Washington, some of those
they used to class as their most dangerous Arab enemies lost even
more. Particularly, of course, Iraq, which they had long regarded as
the most ferocious and irreconcilable of the Arab states, even though
its military operations against Israel up to 1991 had not been
particularly effective. With the revelations of the intensity of the Iraqi
effort to construct nuclear weapons, and the SCUD attacks on Tel Aviv
during the Gulf War, Israeli strategists felt themselves confirrned in the
prescience of their own prremptive strike against the Iraqi nuclear
installations in 1981. Without the delay thus imposed, they tended to
.rgue, the warhead assembly line might have been fully operational
before the decision to invade Kuwait, and the war would therefore
have been fought on very different terms.
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The regime in Saudi Arabia also seemed less diplomatically
(and even perhaps economically) sure of iself than before. The sight
of half a million Western trooPs (including American female soldiers
in shorts) mounting a military operation against an Arab state, with
the acquiescence of those who are the guardians of Islam's sacred

places, cannot be regarded as anything but humiliating: a very bitter
pill to swallow. The Saudi forces are reequipping with advanced US
weaponry, but they can hardly exPect to be allowed to us€ it against
Israel.

The US has thus inherited an expanded vension of Britain's old
role in the Gulf. It even took on a ten-year defence agreerrnnt with
Kuwait, on the old British model. There was no prospect for the
foreseeable future of revived Russian rivalry in that area: only the
regional lrcwers, pa.rticularly Iran, could plausibly raise a challenge.
And for the Arab regimes at present, one would say, the US was a
preferable hegemon to Iran, certainly far less likely to threaten the

Saudi royal house, or the minor royal houses of the GulC with
fundarnentalist Islamic doctrines.

To sum up, one might argue that US ascendancy in the Arab
world from the Gulf to the Mediterranean was by 7992, alter the Gulf
War and the end of the Cold War, considerably greater than qcmbined

British and French ascendancy had been iust after the First World War.
Thus, more confidently than before 1991, one could assume that the
chances of its imposing at least a resigned accomrnodation to stalemate
between the local parties, if not an actual settlement, must be
acrounted better than they had been since 1957.

Retrospect and Prospect

When it becomes possible to see the astonishing events of
1989-91 in Eastern Europe in some perspective (perhaps historians will
by then be calling it the period of the Great Anti{ommunist
Revolution) it will probably appear that the most important impact of
those events on the world outside Europe was in the realm of
economic theory and political ideology. T\e Eanontrsf delivered a
rnemorably harsh obituary of the previous system's influence:
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... for rnost of the past century, the body of ideas called
Marxism-kninism has succeeded in poisoning half
the world's political life. It not only misruled, at its
peak, most of the Eurasian pair of continents. It
misled many of the young goverrunents of the newly
independent post-1945 third world.a

No doubt debate on the impact of Marxist-kninist concepts
(as against the manoeuwings of Soviet policy-rnakers, from lenin on)
will in time produce whole libraries of learned works, from both left
and right. But as an interim reflection, what seems most doubtful is
how deep the ideology ever penetrated. That ve{y perceptive Indian
analyst, MN. Roy, writing as early as 1951 and attributing the phrase
to Lenin himself,r called it'nationalism painted red'. He predicted that
it would sweep the entire Third World, and would prove in time to
have all the defects of the European nationalisms of the 1930s. That
analysis has clearly proved prophetic; as was obvious, for instance, in
cases like Mengistu's in Ethiopia. A political attitude drosen as a sort
of ideological cosmetic' can, of course, be discarded with equal ease.
When Mengistu announced the scrapping of fifteen years of allqgedly
Marxist-Leninist policies, he said blandly:

world is no longer what it was when we
the direction of progress fifteen years

ago ... we must make sure our path is in harnnny with
the present global outlook.5

That application of the principles of the Vicar of Bray was not enough
to sene him. Without the Cuban soldiers, Soviet military advisers and
East German intelligence officers who had been trelping him repress
the insurgencies in Eritrea and Tigr6, and run or ruin Ethiopia, his
regirne rapidly secured its well-earned place in the dustbin of history,

Today's
charted

1
5

Ecotottrbt, 2l Decesrber 191-3 January 1992, p.9.
Roy nns with L€nin in the earliest dep of dreC-srintern, end wes the founder not
9 ly d the-lndian but of the Medcan Gomnrunist Perty. By the late l9{& he had
broken with communisur, and was *riting Aendrant eneli,sea of its tnfluene tn
the Third World. See his The Communlst Probleur tn East Ada: An.[dan View'
lnPaclft Affein, VoI.XXIV, No3, S?temb€r 1951.
See Samuel M. Makinda, Scarity h tlu Hont ol Af?ia, A&lphi Paper No.25g
(lnternational lnstihrte for Shabgic Studies, London Summq tig2) for an acount
of-evenb in Ethiopia and Somalia during the period of Soviet inlluence and its
subsequent decline.
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arut the old Ethiopian empire fell into disr€pair as fast as ttre old
Russianempire.

Inevitably, for much of the rest of Africa, from Angola b
Zimbabwe, the more flexible of the local leaders have been reassessing

their political, ideological and diplornatic assumptioru, in the light of
betErunderstanding of what had actually tuppmed b the Soviet and
East European economies in the yearc from l9l7 s 1945. During the
seven decades from 1917 to 1989, it was alrrnst incumbent on any
young revolutionary would-be leader to adopt some variant of alleged
ittarxist analysis as his mode of interpreting the natur€ of economics

and politics, and expounding 'the way forward' for his people. Now
that option loola so much less promising, what albrnative
Weltansluuung will those aspirants to Power adopt? For the Muslims
among them, the aluiwer may look relatively easy: sonE variant of
Islamic fundanrentalism. So should we expect more Algerias as well
as mor€ Ayatollahs? Perhaps so, but there might also be a new wave
of relatively secular reforming military autocrab lile Kernal Ataturk or
Garnal Nasser. Nationalism (especially ettrno-linguistic nationalism)
does still appear at least as strong a force as religious ftrvour.



CHAPTER 4

AUSTRALIA AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD

For Australia the primary diplomatic and security impact of
the transformed central balance will probably mt be dirit but
indircct, the result of changes in moods and balancrs in other regions.
Foreseeably, over the middle term, in balarrces in South Asia ad
Northeast Asia, and at a more distant time that in southeast Asia.
Most immediately, however, from the visible arui ongoing (though in
1{2 exaggerated by electoral fervour) changes in diplornadCand
political rnood in the unitd states. whatever the outconre of the 1992
election had been, and indeed whether Republicans or Denpcrats
gaupy the White House for the rest of this decade, it was clear by lg2
that American policy-makers would have to devote more of their
ene-rqy and capacity for leadership to the problenrs of the economy
and the inner cities, and less to those of the outside world. Likewise,
the funds collected from American taxpayers must be oriented in the
same directiory and away from defence. That will inevitably rnean a

:h${ set of prospecb for some of Arnerica's allies and proiectorabs
in the Pacific and round the Asian rim, as well as ttrose in Europe.
Even if Bush had been re-elected, the order of American priorities was
Bjing to be distin_ctly different in his second term to what it was right
through the four Cold War decades, and into Bush,s first terrn

For most of those four decades Aushalia was a more-than-
necessarily dependent ally of the united states, making serious efforts
to develop a measure of strategic self-reliance ody a[ the end of the

tid, in the mid-eighties. Dependence did not, howeraer, imply real
identity of national perceptions. ln fact, Australian arur amitican
interpretations of the nature of ttre dangen b be appreheruded in the
Pacific, and the meaning and utility of the AI{ZUS beaty, diffe!€d
quiE markedly from the very first, despite the tactrul rhetbric of the
assorted political leaders on both sides of the pacific who have
ocpatiabd on ceremonial ocrasions over ANZUS 'unity of purpose,.
The reality was otherwise. The two sides of ttrc- pacific -have

consistently had quite diverse anxieties and priorities.
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For Washington, the true iustification of the ANZUS treltl laf
in the urgent need, in 195G51, to secure the consent of the Pacific war
altie to dre recruiUnent of tapan as a strategic bastion against possible

futurc enc(xrchnEnt of Soviet and Chinese Power. For Canberra, its

iustification was as a mode of securing such reassurance as could be
'lregotiated at the tirne, given that Australia was not really able to resist

tl6 t ew (post Korean crisis) American definition of its strategic
perirneter.

Australia's strategic dependence on the US had, of coune,

origina@d alnpst ten years before the beaty, inl94l42, wlren fapans
ors-laught on the Wesern-controlled territories in the Pacific brough!

ry for the first time, to continental Australia, in the form of
the la'panese air raids on Darwin and elsewhere. The rnerrnry of those

aoriorrs six months was always Present in the minds of the Australian
formuLators of AD.IZUS (Perry Spender and Alan Watt) as they put

their argumenb to the Americans in 195G51.1 What carrc out of the

negotiating procEss was in its small way just as much a demonsbation
of-ttre us;-of diplomatic ambiguity as the Shanghai communiqu€
twenty years later. It enabled the US treaty-makers to_ryqar! the result
of their efforts as a straightforward buttress of their Cold War alliance

lrystem, whose primary obiective right up to 1989 was always the

c6t taitttn"t t of Swlet Power. The Australian interpreters of the tneaty,

to the crcntrary, during those same years could always Plesent it as a

gmeral security blanket against whatever dangers might in futur€
Iti* i" the Pacific; the Soviet threat looking about the least tilsely of
them, except for a brief period after 1979.

Since the heaty was still being put together at the tine of
Chirrese intervention inthe war in Korca,late in 1950, the possibility of
Chinese expansionism some day in the Asian-Pacific area in g"T"*t
could not be disregarded. But within policy-rnaking cirdes in Defence

ard ExErnal Affairs, the estirnates were that it would be rnany

decades before China was an effective naval ard air power, that being

the decisive criterion for the prospect of serious attack on the

Australian rnainland. whereas fapans notable second world war

SEd€r wes Mlnbt€f for External Affalrs and Wett the head of the ioteign Poltcy
t'tt"oucrecv ln Canberra at the time. The hir|e Mlnlste, R.G. Menzies, wee
Initiallv quite $eptical about the elliance. Fc a fuller .@unt e the authc'r
Drp"r,a; Atly: A Study in Austtelien Fo'llip Pdk! (oldord Unlv€nity hes,
Mdbormc. f988).
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capacities in those areas were well rememberd and widely regarded
as likely to be recreated once opporhnity offered itself. That view was
prevalent on both sides of the Ausbalian political spectrum. The
depth and long-lasting effect of fapanese revulsion against military
power was underestimated, both in official circles and at tlre grasr
roots level, then and later. Labor spokesmery induding Dr Evatt,
made morc capital at the time of the prospect of revived fapanese
militarism, because Labor was in opposition and tlerefore free of any
inhibitions about denouncing the Japan peace heaty devised by tte
US, but lapan was almost equally distrusted on the other side of the
Australian political spectrum.

Behind the scenes in Canberra, informed opinion estimabd
AI{ZUS as about nitety per cent precaution agairut }apanese military
rcvival, and ten per cent precaution against futurc Chfurcse ambitioru,
not expected until some distant date when China had acquired an
adequate air force and navy. The speechwriters for th€ Prirne Minister
and the Minister for External Affairs were encouraged, however, to
dwell on the alleged impending dangers of international communism'
for reasons of diplomatic and political tact, and that formulation or
rationale was ideologically quite congenial to the political leaderc then
in office, who were also engaged in a domestic struggle with the local
communist party. Russia as a national power (even though
submerged for the time being in the Soviet Union) was of course rever
regarded as a relevant conc€pt in the diplomacy of those early years.
However, a decade or so later, as the reality of the split betrreen the
Soviet Union and China began to be beter unrCerstood, some policy-
rnakers in Canberra did begin to toy with the notion of Moscow as a
sort of 'co-belligerent' of the West against China, which for Australia
(as against the US) tended to be the main focus of anxiety in th€
Communist world.

The diveqgence of attitudes between the two captals in UE
assessment of thrcat in the Asia-Pacific area was probably at ib
sharpest in the perid 1960-65,because of a complication presenbd by
Irdonesia. As Australia's only really powerful cbse rcighbour, that
country had been regarded with a degtee of hevitable speculative
apprehension even during the period of active Australian help O the
Indonesians in their struggle against the Dubh (194C48). That
apprehension was greatly rnagnified during the lrdorrcsian campaign
to take over Dutch New Guinea (now Irian )aya) ard the'konfrontagf
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campaign against Malaysia in the early sixties. Right-wing Australian
opiniory which had earlier been enthusiastically pro'American,
became agitated by a consciousness of the possibility that in sorne
future situation of crisis and potential hostilities (arising perhaps from
a border clash in Papua New Guinea), Washington might find that its
stsaEgic interests lay with Indonesia rather than Australia. Indonesia
was indubitably a rnajor power,likely perhaps within fifty years or so
to become one of the great powers of the central balance. And it
controlled the straits by which US naval ships rnade their way from the
Pacific to the Indian Ocearpsbaits whose use might be crucial during,
for instance, a Persian Gulf crisis.

Anxiety on those points first became aorte in Canberra during
the early Kennedy period, 196142, because of Policy changes by the
new administration on the issue of Dutch New Guinea. It grew
sEadily stronger until September 1965, when it was partly alleviated,
arul completely changed in ideological complexioru by fu failed coup
and sucressful counter<oup of that npnth in Indonesia. But despiE
the stability of the Indonesian regime in the quarter<entury since tlren,
those Dirkarta<entred anxieties have never entirely vanished. If, in
the prospective multilateral balance of future decade, an alliance
should ever develop htween Indonesia and either laPan or China, the
alarms of the early sixties would readily be revived. Ttrc old nightsnare

of the alleged 'Peking-Diakarta' axis (much discussed behind the
scenes in Canberra at that time) could very easily be reformulated as
either a'Diakarta-Tokyo' or'Diakarta-Beiiing' community of interest.

Coincidentally or not, it was at this Period that Australia
acquired a sort of offset to pobntial Indonesian stsaEgic leverage in
Washington in the form of the US installatioru, first at North West
Cape, then at Pine Gap and Numrngar. All three are, or were,
essentially part of the Arnerican command, control, communications
ard inte[igence (CrI) network That is, they were primarily elenrents
of the US strategic apparatus for the containment of Soviet power, and
thus part of the central nuclear balance, ratlrer than of any rcgional
balance.

That being the case, they were logically on Soviet nudear
targeting lists, perhaps with a high priority. firus the chief dir€ct
straEgic benefit to Australia from the end of the C-old War was the
vanishing of whatever element of risk the US installations had
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peviously canied. In my view, that was always a very srnall risk,
since the possibility of direct nudear exchange between the
superpowers was quite low after the early sixties, the period when the
installations began to be created. Less, probably, than the risk for the
average Australian of being struck by lightning or taken by a shark.
Nevertheless, the removal of even that nreasure of risk must be
acrounted a benefit.

The end of Cold War apprehensions did not, however, ae sorrre
prctesters had irnagined, render the US instalLations in Australia
useless. Instead, it suggested alternate and possibty wider uses. In the
Gulf War, for instance, Nurmngar and Pine Gap were of considerable
value to the US command in the monitoring of lraqi rocket launches
and military communications. Presurnably, they could serve the same
purpose, oisiflis both sides, in future conflicts. If the UN continues to
acquire responsibili$r for crisis nurnagement in regional conflicts at the
rate it has been doing in the early nineties, the information collected in
that manner from satellites might in due coune go to the Military Staff
Committee or the Security Council.

Pine Gap and Nurmng.u are in effect elaborate relay stations.
Information collected by US satellites in appropriate orbits is relayed
to their computers, and then, for the present, to Norad or Washington.
A technique of 'cross-linking' satellites, which would enable such
information to go direct to its US recipients (prospectively taking
Australia'out of the loop' as regards Numrngar) is reported to have
been devised. Thus there may not be a very long future for that
installation in its contemporary fuirction. But that should malce it the
more readily disposable to alternative functions, Australian or
international. The monitoring of poEntial nuclear explosions in a
prcspectively sbonger anti-proliferation or bst$an rcginn (rnonitored
perhaps by the Security Council rather than IAEA) would be obviously
useful. If the tentative proposals for a pint early warning system now
being explored between Moscow and Washington conre to fmitiory
Numrngar also seems logically likely to be a part of the network
required. Such a system could in tirrre conceivably be available to all
the central balance powers, or indeed the society of stabs as a whole
via the UN. In short, two of the main US Crld War facilities on
Australian real estate, Pine Gap and Nurmngar, seem lilcely to beconre
even more valuable if the current transforrnation of global politics
maintains its present logic. The third, North West C-ape, has already
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been handed over to Australian nranagenrcnt ard seerrs likely to
rcmain appropriate for Australia's own strategic PurPoses.

That poEntial redirection of the US facilities to perform new
rcles in the transformed world order seems rather an appropriab
symbol of the kind of general mutation that the Australian stance as a

whole s€erns lilcely to undergo. As in the case of the central balance
there is a dear'forward to the past' aspect to it. A much less distant
past, however: the late 1940s rather than 1815.

Two factors present in that immediate post-war contod are

replicating themselves in the early 1990s. The first has been the
assumption of a larger role for the United Nations. Tlre secnnd is a
substantial iniection of ambiguity into American policy. Both factors
wene at low ebb during the Cold War years: the UN role dwindled
almost to negligible proportions in many crises, and the US

commitnrent was only marginally ambiguous after 1950. From then
until 1990, it would have appeared Utopian to expect the LJN to now
b€ operating globally in its present manner, or to have secrued its
present concert of powers basis for so operating. The change will have
implications requiring scmtiny for middle Powers like Australia:
implications for Defence as well as Foreign Affairs policy-rnakers.

The second factor of similarity between the initial Post-war
period and the contemporary period is the increased ambiguity about
the futur,e American role in global politics, both in Europe and in Asia.
Just after the Second World War the American urge to disinvolve the
US from the troubles of the rest of the world was alnpst as powerful as

it had been iust after the First World War. That urge was successfully
resisbd by sorrc very adroit policy-makers, nmstly in the StaE
Department, in the period 794649,but it was a dose-run thing even as
regards Europe, where American interests were most involved and
appeared most threatened, right up to the signature of the North
Atlantic Treaty in 1949.

As regards Asia, the urge for disinvolvennnt was even rnore
acute, and the level of interest and commitment there was then very
mudr less than it has been during the past ftw decades. The US
Secretary of Sate Dean Acheso& w.ls voicing the consensus of
opinion among the foint Chiefs of Defense Staff, among others, when
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in |anuary 195d he defined the US perimeter in Asia as running from
Iapan to the Philippines, excluding South Korea and Taiwan as well as
tlrc Asian mainland in general. Washington's sense of having burned
its fingers in the Chinese civil war was quite acute at the tirrp.

The shock of the Korean crisis six rrpnths later of course
reversed the assessrnents that lay behind the Acheson speech. But it
should be borne in mind that subsequently, over the Cold War
decades, holding the perimeter' in Asia proved far more costly and
painful in human terms for Americans than the equivalent effort in
Europe. After all, there were no European parallels to the Korean War
and the Vietnam War, which together cost about 100,000 Arrprican
lives. Moreover, the Vietnam War darnaged the Arnerican political
consensus far more than any other conflict since the American Gvil
War of the 1850s: the wounds are still visible.

Furthermore, one has to note that there is a kind of historical
and cultural inevitability to the American connection with Europe
which does not apply to its connection with Asia. The new
sovereignty which asserted itself in \776 was created by transplanted
Europeans, full heirs to the Western tradition. The input of Asian
peoples to the US in the last few yearc can only marginally modify (if
at all) the ties of language and law and custom and culture. It is true
that the economic connections across the Pacific have recently been
growing much faster than those across the Atlantic, but that has often
seerned as much a source of friction and resentnrent as of fellow-
feeling for the US. A great many Americans see fapan as the most
dangerous adversary or competitor of their own socie$r, now that the
Soviet Union has vanished into history.

All that makes logical the assumption that by the end of the
century, if present trends are maintained, the lines of American
deployment in the Pacific may run from Alaska to Hawaii and
probably Guam, with American forces out of fapanese and Korean
base as they are already out of those in the Philippines. American
policy-rnakers invariably and officially argue that the current degree of
US economic involvement with Asia, and the prospective further

In a speech which Republican party spokesmen have long dleged to have given a
'green light' for North Korean aggression against the South. Unles and until
North Korean Politburo documents become available for scrutiny, there is no way
of daemrining whether the decision to invade was enouraged by the speedr.
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economic growth of the Pacific Rim economies will rule out any
Anrerican efforts at disinvolvernent, along the lirs of ttpse which
were gefting under way in 1949-50. The economic involvenrnt is, of
course, real and may rernain at its present level, btrt how congenial is it
to the average American? In neo-isolationist argurrnnts sudr as tlpse
put ry Patrick Buchanan during the 1992 presidential prirnaries, the
loudest note was resentnent that the fapatme were alegedly
'freeloading' on Anrerican defence efforts while at the same tfune
sEaling American markets and buyiag up cherished American
national assets with their ill-gotten exPort surplus. As for China, the
right wing of the American spectrum distmsts its political system ard
mifitary inEntions, wNle the liberals are outraged by its suppression
of protest. Even the 'smaller dragons', the newly industsialising
economies of South Korea, Taiwan, Hong l(ong ard rnany of the
ASEAI{ countries, are the obiects of faint res€ntnent for tlre speed of
their penetration into American markets, arut the a[egedly unfair low-
wage basis of their competitive edge. Thus whaterrer the continuing
economic logic of the US ties to Asia, their polidcal, diplornatic ard
ntilitary logic is more questionable. Until the outcorrr of the Uruguay
Roud of GATT is known, it remains difficttlt to forecast the future
shape of the world's trading patterns. But it is not impossible that the
American hemisphere (North and South) may constitute one economic
zone, and the East Asian rim of the Pacific a rival rather than a

complementary one. The cross-Pacific eqcnomic ties of the last few
decade should thus not be regarded as a law of history or nahrre: tlrey
were the outcome of a phase of very rapid economic growth which
may in a decade or two be centred elsewhere: EasErn Europe PerhaP6,
or Latin Arrerica.

The two tendencies sketched in the last few paragraphs (the

increased role allocated to the UN, and the increased ambiguity of US
commibnent to the Asia-Pacific area) may, as was implied @rlier,
impart rather a back to square one, as of 1945' feeling to Australian
pollry making. In terms of dorrrcstic politics, that actudly rnay eas€

sonre problems. Such dissent as has been audible in recent years from
the established lires of policy (for instance, over Australian
participation in the Gulf War) has had its origitu almost entirely in
distmst or suspicion in intellectual arud labor Ieft circles of the
intentions behind Washington's policie, and resistance to C-anbera's
assuming the role of lieutenant in US enterprise. Sponsorship by the
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uN provides a sort of moral and diplornatic legitirnacy to operations
whichmay be in substance not much different to those explicitly of the
US. Of course, even participation in UN enterprises 

-may 
not be

without its difficulties: the commiEnent in Cambodia, for instance,

Ta]r pryve more expensive and open+nded than it originally seemed.
If the uN continues collecting crisis-managernent tasla at its r€c€lrt
rate, in fact, the financial and militaqy burdens b be shared out
between middle powers (Australia among others) might actually be
greater than in old-fashioned managenrent by the grcat powers.

However, that being said, there does not seem much case for
Australian apprehensions about the workings of the prospective
system. We have no present or immediately impending quarrel with
any of the six powers of the conc€rt. With two of them fthe US and
Europe) we have long-standing close ties of security, tradition and
kinship. With two others, fapan and China, we have very useftrl
eqrnomic ties. with India we can cultivate closer ties via the
Commonwealth, and with Russia via sympathetic trading
relationships and perhaps even technological assistance in areas like
dry-land farming or food and fibre processing. So Australian
influence, in comparison with that of other middle powers, seerns
likely to stand up reasonably well, except for our relatively rnarginal
position oisn-ois the possible 'tripartite' trading zones, if the present
open economic order brgaks down.

Over the longer term, however, the auspices for Australia look
less favourable. The outcome of the post{old War reshuffle of power
relationships has been quite different in the Asian region to what it
was in the European regiory and the reactions among local powers
have therefore been quite different. In Europe what essentially
happened was that the potential hegemonic power on the Continenl,
the Soviet Union (against which the balance of power coalitiory NATO,
had been devised and maintained) fell apart and was replaced by its
succeseor, Russia an old familiar diplomatic entity, at present in great
economic distress and almost devoid of ideological'clout'. Russia does
of course still have immense nuclear strike power, and in time its
leorganised armed forces will probably again be the strongest in
Europe. But it no longer looks like a potential hegemonic powei: it has
vastly fewer strategic assets obi-ob the rest of Europe than the soviet
Union once had, and diplomatically is in a weak position because of ib
ecrcnomic troubles.
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For Asia, on the contrary, the potential hegemonic Power,
china, is still much as it was politically, or at least is seeming to retain

a strong coherent central authority. Moreover, it is doing rernarkably
well economically and will therefore be able b buy or qonstruct

advanced weaPon-systerns to make itself strategically more

formidable. Since the Soviet forces which used to be concentrated on
its borders (about 50 divisions) have been reduced and will pobably
be replaced by much weaker Russian forces (and maybe sonr forces

from-the other ex-soviet republics) its overall strategic position is

irdeed already much improved. That is, the rnain mililary threat it
faced from about 1969 to about 1984 (the possibility of Soviet strike)

has vanished, so China has a much freer hand to redeploy its own
force. After 7997 it will be in possession of the excellent harbour and
naval station of Hong Kong, and it seerns to be already making plans
to build up its naval forces, possibly even acquiring a carrier (the

Varyag,from Ukraine) as well as assorted frigates and other t$pu. 9
such matters as sovereignty over the Paracels and Spratlys, and
general control of the South China Sea, the signals seem to be of quiE
an assertive policy in Beijing.

As if one potential hegemonic Power were not enough, the
minor powers of Southeast Asia and South Asia have to also reckon on
two other potential candidates for that role, in other parts of the
enorrnous region under contemPlation. India and japau clearly, have
the basic resources and skills to build formidable naval and air power.
Both have national interesb to Pursue.

It is therefore not surprising that the reactions of the local
powers have been different in the two aleas, bnding in Europe
lowards arms reduction and in Southeast Asia towards arms
acquisitiory though not really an arrns rac€. There are sonn other
rcasons too: the Southeast Asian qcuntries are newly prosperous, ard
thus newly able to afford advanced weaPonry. Also they harre become
newly conscious, especially after the failure of the negotiations over
the Philippine bases, that the Americans are, after all, prepared to
take their ships and aircraft away at a pinch. Until that outcome, ttrcre
was a general tendency to believe that Washington would always
concede another point or two to save an established position.

Finally, over a longer conspectus still, it must be borne in mind
that the redistribution of power between members of the society of
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states will continue, as it always has done, and will probably tend to be
driven mostly by differential rates of economic growth. That factor is
particularly visible among Aushalia's neighbours. It is also visible that
Australia itself does not do well by comparison. lncreasing prosperity
means among other things increased ability to buy expensive but
unproductive strategic assets like advanced weapon-systems. In the
past Australia's defensive 'edge' has resulted largely from our ability to
buy more of that sort of hardware than anyone else in the vicinity.
That is changing.

In the next few decades new powers will qualify as potential
members of the central balance or (if it persists) of the concert of
powers: rnayh Indonesia, mayh Pakistan, mayh even Vietnam or a
reunified Korea. It is easier to recognise than to define the factors
which qualify a country as a candidate for that status: dernographic
basis, rate of economic growth, technological capacity, military
potential, political coherence, strategic assets. But a good many of the
pr€sent'possibles' seem to be in the Asia-Pacific region. So our vicinity
is going to be morc'crowded' than it has ever been in the past by great
powers requiring a good deal of elbow room. That may not always be
comfortable for minor powers, or middle por4rers like Australia. Thus
the rnaintenance of a coherent cenbal security system is in our
interests. In the last analysis, great powens can usually only be
constrained by other great powers, though a cohesive regional secrrrity
community (such as ASEAN might become, especially if Viefiram and
Cambodia can be integratd into it) is a possible extra bastion. The
central security system will almost certainly continue to be formalised
and legitimised under the rubric of the UN. But on the evidence of the
Cold War decades, the only basis on which the system can be kept
viable is that of a concert of powers. Its maintenance is therefore in the
interests of most middle powers, including Australia. If and when it
ceases to be viable, our position will be much more exposed and
vulnerable.



CHAPTER 5

TTTANSITIONS AND CRISES

Thr€e years on from the end of the Cold War, the Post-Soviet
society of states showed little resemblance to the fondly hoped for
'new world order'once alleged by optimistic spirits to be iust around
the corner. In the immediate euphoria of the fall of the Berlin Wall,
and the subsequent demise of the Soviet Union, liberal democracy had
seerned to be universally victorious, and to carry with it, some held,
the promise of universal peace. So proclaimed the theories of 'the end
of history'and 'the obsolescence of war'.l

Unfortunately, however, the still fastevolving society of states
appeared rather more inclined to revive old quarels than to move on
to millenial tranquillity. So at three years retrospect, the Cold War,
and indeed the whole phase of primarily ideological conflict since
1917, had begun to appear as a vast glacier blanketing (but also

beneath itselO the conflicts of previous centuries. With the
end of the Cold War, the glacier had disappeared, and the old quarrels
had re-emerged into the international landscape of the late twentieth
century, their ferocity apparentty enhanced by the longcnforced
hibernation.

That is to say, what are usually called ethnic or religious
quanels, endemic to particular areas, have by and large replaced the
single central Cold War quarrel (over ideology and world power) as
the main source of crisis in international politics. And there is not
mudr likelihood that this tendency will disappear any time soon. For,
as was mentioned earlier, the world is full of multinational and multi-
ethnic sovereignties lightly disguised as unitary or federal states, and
their prospects of intemal tranquillity appear in many cases to be less
now than they were during the Cold War decades.

This distinction between the multinational state and the multi-
ethnic society is an important one for this analysis. Britairy for
instance, is a multinational state in the sense of being rnade up of three

1 Th" classical and mct influential statemmb of these two Poinb of view were
Francis Fukayama, The End of Historyl n Tlu NetbruI Intaes,t, No.14 9utmet
1989; and John Mueller, Retrcat fmm Damsfuy: fiu Absolmne of bbiat Wer (Basic
Books, New York, 1989).
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nations, the English, the Scots, and the Welsh, with quite distinctive
cultures and histories, inhabiting historically recrcgnised and defined
tenitories; thougtU of course, members of all thr,ee groups may live
anywhere within the polity, and there are various otlrer ethnic
minorities. Australia and the us are multi-ethnic societies, in tlre sense
of being peopled by citizens of many ethnic origins. But they are not
multinational states, since those ethnic groups do not inhabit or daim
distinctive territories.

Bosnia, to its sorrow, has been an example of a society in
contention between the two population patterns. Though what are
usually called the three ethnic groups (Serbs, Croats and Muslims) are
in reality of the same ethnic origin (Slavonic), they have been created
by history into three separate 'tribes', whose totems are religious
(Orthodox, C-atholic and Islamic). Since the more accarrate terms,
tribalism or sectarianism, are generally resented by all three groups,
the less accurate term 'ethnicity' is used as a euphemism to describe
the basis of their quarrels over 'turf in Bosnia. (In some other
instances, as between Armenians and Azeris, there is a more genuine
ethnoringuistic difference.) If separate territories are established by
and for the Serbs and Croats in Bosnia, as is the objective of their
military operations and the expulsions in the name of 'ethnic
cleansing', Bosnia might turn into a multinational state of sorts, with
the three groups separated into 'cantons'. But unless some system of
international guarantees is securcd, it might not long survive even as
such. Thus, for the UN, the Bosnian crisis has been a sort of 'Est case,
for a kind of problem that may becrcme all too fiequent in tlre next few
decades.

The sovereign state in fact shows signs of moving inb a
prolonged identity crisis, caught between Endencies, in rnany cas€s,
tgwards local fragmentation on the one hand and global integration on
the other. Sovereignty, as underctmd since the Treaty of Wetphalia,
it Fi"q ground away, or at least thinned out, between those upper
and nether millstones. Global integration undermines it ecornmically,
since with the rise of the transnationals there conres a reduction in
ecpnomic autonomy for both national and multinational states. So
local pressures for separatism take on a certain logic, even when there
is no true ethnic difference. In ltaly, for instance, the nineteenth
c€ntury saw heroic effort being put into the unification of north and
south. But the contemporary tendency, in the prcsperous north of tlre
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'Iombard kague" is to question the usefulness of unification with a
south s€en still as poor and crinre-ridden. The south, for its part, could
make a case for the possible benefits of rmre local decision rnaking, in
much tlre same way as the less prosperous Slovakia has seen

advantages in divorce from the more ProsPerous C-zech Republic.

The two tendencies - fragmentation and integration - are by no

rneans impossible to reconcile with each other. They could beqcme

complementary, in fact, il we assume sovereignty is mrrtating- into the
form of loose confederations (for regional economic or defensive
purpooes) of politically and culturally autonorpus communities,
iithet ethnic ofmulti+thnic. That would eventually nrean a society of
states larger in numbers, but smaller in median size. From the three

effective 
-sovereignties of the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and

Yugoslavia, twenty-one smaller sovereignties s€em at the rnornent to
have evolved. rnat seven-fold irrcrease rnay be quite otceptional, but
the tendency it represents nuy not be so. The nrembership of the

society of states might certainly rise to two hundred sovereignties:

possibly a great rnany more.

That would not necessarily be a rnatter of regret. The two
most creative societies in diplomatic history, the city-state of ancient
Greece and those of Renaissance ltaly, were rnade up of very small
sovereignties, by contemporary standards. Even modern city-staEs,
like Hong Kong and Singaporg have proved creative, at least in
economic terms. So small rnay Prove beautiful, for sovereign stat6 as

for other organisations. But the road of any such evolution wiu be

crisis-ridden and disaster-Prone.

It has probably been inevitable that the sovercignties rrost
affected by revulsion against multinational and multicthnic
compositiors have been those formerly under C-ommunist governanc€

to some degree: not only the erstwhile Soviet Union, the erstwhile
Yugoslavia and the erstwhile Czechoslovakia, but also Uthiop+
Xftranistan and Somalia, whose political dlites also, for a tirre,
promulgated at least a cosmetic Marxism. Nothing fails lil@ failure:
long-pent-up resentrnent of an oppressive central authority has caried
wi0r it reie.ction of all its ideologicat tenets, induding internationalism
and evm multiculturalism. So an East German youth, indoctrinated
shce childhood in the proposition that the foreign worlcers in his
society were 'socialist brothers', n:oy react (when the restraints of the
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old system of enforced conformities are lifted) by burning down their
hostels. In still more extreme cases, like Somalia and perhaps
Afghanistan, loss of authority on the part of central government has
rneant reversion to traditional local groupings and leaderships: dans
and sub<lans in Somalia, ethno-linguistic tribes and rival warlords in
Afghanistan.

The potential for trouble of such developments rests in part on
what may be called the 'example' factor. The wouldte leaders of
rrnny corununities trapped in alien sovereignties now have an entirely
new set of stars to steer by. Once the principle of selfdetermination
has been accepted as the standard of iustice in international politics,
the way lies open for smaller and smaller units to daim it as their
right. Certainly Papua New Guinea must be selfdetermining but how
about Bougainville? Its area is clearly defined, ib population relatively
Oy Pacific standards) substantial, its economy potentially viable, even
promising. If societies as tiny as those of Nauru, or the Cook Islands,
or Vanuatu or Tuvalu can be endowed with sovereignty, by what
criterion is it denied to Bougainville? On the other hand there are
about T00linguistic groups in Papua New Guinea: clearly it would be
absurd to assert sovereignty for them all. Many of the frontiers in
what used to be called the Third World are arbitrary legacies of
colonial times, with no relevance to tribal boundaries. Until now the
suctessor goverrunents in the post<olonial perid have prudently
resolved to let those frontiers remain as they were. But will they be
able to maintain that resolution when the potential leaders of the
societie concerned have been shown that it is possible to dissolve a
central sovereignty? The 'example' factor is already visible, for
instance, in Chief Buthelezi in South Africa talking of 'the Yugoslav
option' for his Zulu followers.

The other chief source of prospective crises is what might be
called the 'orphans of empire' factor. The many multinational and
multi+thnic societies round the world are mostly the products of long-
ago imperial expansions: a more nunrcrous or moFe militarily efficient
society expanding to take over a neighbouring one. In the imperial
phase, settlers from the dominant society have moved into the territory
so annexed. When the imperial phase is over, the descendants of those
seftlers are likely to find themselves resented and disadvantaged, evm
erpelled or threatened with massacre. In the Soviet case, for instance,
there are about 25 million Russians in the other republics of what used
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to be the Soviet Union (essentially the old Czarist empirc). In the light
of the past history of, for instance, the Val}silrrlJsr;ltc, whoc
communities had spread into Europe from rnedieval tincs until the
end of the Second World War, orE would say that is a very potmt
sounce of future trouble and human mise"y.

It is not only the multinational staE ard the multiethnic
community that has found its assumptions queotioned since the end of
the Soviet Union. It is also that prirne oomple of either
internationalism or supra-nationalism (again the distirrtion is
important), the European C-ommunity. Until the ambiguities of the
lv{aastricht Treaty, people had Ended in recent decades nther to forget
that the Community in fact owed its origns, back in 1%&50, very
largely to the Western sense of colnrx)n danger from the Soviet Union
It was the Marshall Plan of 1948 that first r€quitd tlre oordination of
the West European economies, and tte lvlarshall Plan.was essentially
part of the diplomatic strategy of containnstt, initially devised in
19462 while the Continental economies were still prostrab afEr the
war, and Crermany, of course, also ocorpied and disrrrrnbercd. Even
the first of the 'functional' initiatives, the ECSC (European Coal ard
SEel Community) of 1951, was prirnarily sbategic in ib nptivation.
C,erman coal and steel wele needed for Western rcarmamenb French
policy-nrakers had to devise a plan which would malc that possible
without German capacities again endangering France. So was begun
the Framo-German integrative t€nd€ncy whictU etill in 192, is the
ccntral engine of Europe. It was only after 1957 that economic
motivations began to replace sbaEgic onell.

Russia is, of cource, a great ntilitary Power in Eurcpe, and in
the global bal,anct, even in tlrese days of ecorpmic {here,
but straEgically and ideologically it is alnnst imPossible that it should
ever pr€sent the level of threat to Western or sven C-€ntral Europe that
the Soviet Union once seemed b p,resent. So tte strategic case for
continued integratiory specifically of the West (exclttding tlt Cmbal
ad East) of that continent, in effect vanished with the Soviet Union.
The ambivalences about the Maastricht Treaty are still unresolved at
the time of writing. But in effect the struggle for the rest of this decade

The mct recant malysis of this p€rtod of US $lcy h A@row of Poocr:
N.litlrl tu tity, the Trutnm tutmiaistllitim ud ,lu Ud hhr by Mclvyn P. teffl.t
(Sanfqd Univerd9 hes, Stanfq4 1992).
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soerns likely b be between a wider-but-looser confederation in Europe
(which might, in tirne, include much of the East and might even
become'Europe to the [Jrals', as de Gaulle orre wanbd it to be), or a
smaller-but-tighEr federatiory approximating a 'Unibd States of
Western Europe', clearly likely to be dominaEd by Gerrnany, not only
eqcnomically, but diplomatically, and even politically.

So that part of the world also is in an uncertain transition,
tending to be racked by crises, though more probably economic and
monetary ones, as over the ERM in 1992, than those involving control
of territory. Ttre looser or 'confederation' identity for Europe (long
espoused by Britain, especially in Margaret Thatcher's time as ltime
Minister), may be regarded as a form of close internationalisrn Tlre
'federation or'United States of Europe'definition would have to be
regarded as supra-nationalism, most of the substance of sovereignty,
especially in economic and monetary rnatters, having passed to the
central authority. The'looserdut-wider' definition seemed, at the end
of 1992, to be graining ground, and to be more in line with other
tendencies in the society of states.

Even very prcsperous Western democracies, like Canada and
the United States, could find themselves further affecEd by another
form of separatism, that based on a renewed dernand for identity on
the part of 'First Nations'; i.e., the indigenous peoples of the Americas
and elsewhere, the peoples whose ancestors were aheady there when
the 'new worlds' were 'discover€d'by European explorers from 1492
on. This proaess has gone furthest in the case of Crnada, where the
Inuit (Eskimo) people have already been endowed with a vast sfttch
of the Northeast (almost a fifth of the C-anadian landmass) which is
now a sort of autonomous territory called Nunavut. The Frendr-
speaking inhabiants of Quebec, and assorted Indian tribes, are also
demanding some degree of cultural and political autonomy. If the
'example' factor proves valid in the rrest of the Arnericas, there are
more than five hundred Indian tribes in the US, and alnnst six
hundred, with a much larger total population, in Latin America, who
would also be entitled to press daims. Nearer home, the lv{aori
peoples in New Zealand are already well embarked on the reassertion
of their s€parate identity, and of their territorial claims under the
Treaty of Waitangi. Australia's Aboriginal peoples have no such treaty
to appeal to, but certainly an equal moral claim, and one they are now
likely to pr€ss mor€ effectively.
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So altogether it does not seem an exaggeration b rqiatd this

post{old War phase of diplomatic history as one involving no less

than a redefinition of the nature and functioru of sovereignty. That is a
potential transition in which strong crisis-rnanagernent mechanisms
are going to be necessary, since the old corrept of aovereignty is the
very basis of the present society of staEs. Only a diplornatic
mechanism with some legal claim to universal authority is li}ely b be
able to cope with the stresses inherent in so fundancntal a change.
Ttrus, if the Security Council did not already exist, it would be
necess.rlF to invent something very like it. The environmental and
economic problems which were earlier expected to provide the main
agenda for inbrnational politics Qlobal warming, the ozone layer,
world debO will also need a strong cenbal authority if they ar€ to be
remedied, or even containd. As was pointed out previously, a concert
of powers is the only fuel which will make diplomatic mechanisms like
the Security Council work, so there is a strong case for conserving it

Late in 1992, the difficulties of doing so seerned,
encouragingly, rather less than they had appeared a year earlier. That
was because some of the ambivalences had been removed, at least for
the timebeing, from the foreign policy future of the Unibd States.

In the initial phase of the presidential election campaign, the
challenge to George Bush had come dearly from n*isolationalists
and protectionists. His excessively articulate rival for the Republican
nomination, Patrick Buchanan, may never have been a serious threat,
but he did get about 30 per cent of the vote in some primarie by
voicing a sort of unofficial but popular reaction to the end of the Crld
War and the demise of the Soviet Union. That reactiory at least as
articulaFd by Buchanan, was to the effect that the US could now
simply declare its victory, pull its hoops out from their deployments
abroad, wind up the Cold War alliancEs, leave NATO to the
Europeans, and 'go back to the farm'; in effect, opt out of world politics
ard return to the isolationism of the 1930s. Though Buchanan was the
most visible 'front man' for that movement of opinion, it did have
some nnre serious proponents, rnainly on the far right.3

Protectionism also had quite a noticeable phase of popularity.
The belief that the ]apanese had long been 'freeloading' on the

Se, for fnstance, sevef,al of the essays in Owen Harrles (d.), Atrtrb's hape:
NcroVisirnsof U.S.FacignPohcy 0.CS. Press, San Fandsco, 191).
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American defence effort, and using the advantages so derived to sbal
American markets, was even morc influential annng Congressmen,
ard Senators fighting for reelectioru than anpng the Dernocratic ard
Republican candidates for the presidential nominations. Resentment
against both Europeans and Japanese, for their alleged or real failures
to'play fait' in economic competitiorg was powerftrl emugh to induce
the Bush Administration to resort to the Export Enhancement Policy
(EEP), that is to competitive subsidies to match those of the European
Community on export commodities like wheat. The rrptivation was to
induce American farmers to believe the administration in Washington
was effectively fighting their battles against Europe, but inevitably
non-subsidising exporters of farm products like Australia were caught
in the cross-fire. The issue becann somewhat darnagrng to the political
relationship between Canberra and Washington, and even seemed at
tirrres to threaten the strategic relationship with farm lobbyists'
demand to'close the bases'.

During the last two decades of the Cold War, roughly the mid-
sixties to the mideighties, such a threat to the US facilities in Australia
might iust possibly have been successful in securirqg some extra
diplomatic leverage in a crisis for Canbema. But by the early nineties,
Pine Gap and Numrngar (while still very valuable in rnany ways)
were by no means as shategically vital to Anrerica's own security as

they once had been, so that form of possible Australian diplornatic
leverage dwindled with the Soviet threat. And even without the end
of the Cold War, technological change was in any case undermining its
long-termbasis.

Luckily, by the time Clinton was established as Bush's
impending replacement, both those spectres (isolationism and
protectionism) were looking far less convincing. The incoming
president was clearly no isolationist, neo- or otherwise, and appeared
personally less wedded to protectionism than nuny of his Parf,
though electoral pressures may yet push him in that direction.

His defence budget forecasts did propose further cuts above
those contemplated by Bush, but the differences between what the
Democrats proposed and what the Republicans might actually have
enacted if they had been returned to power do not seem very great.
The Bush proiection was US$1.42 trillion over five yea$: the Clinton
proiection US$1.36 trillion for the same period. That would probably
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mean ten carrieraroups instead of twelve, lmpm or 75nfo npn in
Europe instead of 150,0@, a fasbr drawdowru possibly, in Korea arucl

lapan. But Republicans might well have npved to those positioru
anyway, so the long-term difference still appears marginal. Clinton
even proposed to continue with SDI, though with the ernphasis on
ground-based rather than spacebased sysbms, whidr would be easier
for the Russians to agree to, if the bctrnology eeer canE to anything
mudr.

On relations with Russia, ind with Eastem ard Western
Eurcpe, and on arms control (which had been a partiorlar inErest of
Viceltesident Albert Gore) policies seemed likely to differ only in
degree, or in declaratory warmth. The President-elect appeared quiE
close in his general views in that ar€a to Cold War Dernocratic
stalwarts like Sam Nunn and Les &piw well tmsted in defence and
allied circles, especially at NATO.

Whether Clinton might prcve more reluctant than Bush or
Reagan (or for that matter Kennedy and Trurnan) to involve US forces
iri action abroad was a question implicit in sorre of the rhetoric of the
election. He cpuld be (and was) reprcsented as a draftdodging b"by-
boorrer', even fty implication) a'peacenik'unfitted, by reason of his
active participation in the Vietsram probst movement, to be
Commander-inQrief of the US armed forc€s, orre of the eesential roles
of any president. Aspersions of a vague sort were cast on his
patriotism or loyalty on the basis of a tourist visit to Moscow when he
was a student, in 1959.

While to those accustonrd to the hyperbole of election
campaigns that kind of insinuation could be dismissed as merely a
rather rough verbal passage in an inevitably bitter political battle, it
would be possible to argue that adversary €yes in, for instance,
Baghdad might see them as signalling a possible futurc opportunity.
Clinton's rnain foreign policy speech of the campaign (to the World
Affairs C-ouncil in Los Angeles on 14 August 1992) was thus at pafuu b
dispel any assumption of an unduly dovelike stance on his own part:

The world remains a dangerous place. Moreover, the
dangers are now different and less apparent ... US.
military force will remain a force for stability - and,
yes, justice - as the old global order continues b
collapse and a new one enrerges. We can never forget
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this essential fach power is the basis for succ€ssful
diplomacy, and military power has always been
fundarnental to international relationshipe ... ihere are
those - some in my party - who see- defense orts
largely as a piggy bank to fund their domestic wish
lisb ... [butl a president must identify the new threab
to our security, define military missioru to nret those
thrcats, adapt our forces to carry out the missions, and
back up those forces with the training, technologSr and
intelligence they need to win ... The pentagonitands
as Ancrica's best youth training proglar& our most
potent research c€nter, and the rnost fully integrated
institution in American life.4

clinton had been initia[y somewhat ambivalent about the
Gulf War, but so wene nrany Democrats, though C,orc was for iL
Either might, as rrcmbers of the vietnanrproEst generatiory be
specially wary about any involvement of us una rorc* in southeast
Asia, or even East Asia in general, and that would have implications
for the situation in Korea. some of clinton's possible'ad*'isors,
especially those inherited from the carter period, were on record as
anxious to see an early end to the us troop deploynrents in |apan as
well as those in South Korea. On the othei hand, Clinton has ,i,emed
more willing than Bush to acept the possible involvenrent of us forces
in Y-ugoslavia. And his chief political heroes among recent Denrocratic
predecrysors as president were Roosevelt ard Truman, who, after all,
involved the us in the second world war and the c-old war
rcspectively. Eisenhower was ttre last us president professionally
qualified to be commander-in{hief, but ctinton seenred likelv to be
firmly in the rnainstream of us presidentiar badition in willing;ness b
use armed forces.

On trade issues, the GATT tal}s were at the point of open
hostilities between the us and the EC (or tt orc speciiicauy rrance)
during tte period of transition between the two adnrinisuati.rns. The
rnyoming grcsidmtial team will of course include new negotiatora
who rnay develop fresh tactics for the ongoing battres, which-will rpt

Ih" full_ b(t o{ thb speech is .nllable ln unit d stetea Inforuredm Agsrcy
SpGd.l Ele, 13 Novesrber 1992.
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really end even if there is a successful outconre of the UrugUaY Round.

So atontinuation or revival of EEP subsidies cannot be ruled out.

A success or two in foreign pottcy rnay aome relatively early in
Clinton's first term: perhaps on GATT, or the Middle East, where

farrns Baker's hard wbrk seemed tantalisingly "lT. 
to a'payoff when

'r* 
r,"a to quit as secretary of state. Despite those plospects, and

despite the right and neceisary reorientating of 4^oi"T priorities

towirds economic and social reconstruction at hor€, the outside

world is likely to trouble Bill clinton's presidency a good deal more

thanhewould wish.

The most obvious area of crisis, as his administration begins o
rnake its choices and order its priorities, is in the Balkans and EasErn

Europe: shoring up the fragmenb of the former VySgslryia as they

begd their lives ai sovereign states. A spillwer 9f the {Stttiry inlo

Ko"sovo is possible, involving Albania and perhapo _other.Islamic
countries, afleast as providersbf funds and volunteers. It could Prcve
ttre first test of Clinton's willingness to Put US forces into harm's way-

as elements in an UN+ponsored collective action to restrain or limit
the area of hostilities.

Tlre most formidable problems' howwer' (as is normal in
intemational politics) are more likely to stem from potential
developments within the great powers, or between them and the lesser

po*oi rcund their fronliers. 
- 
Both Russia and China rnay provide

itnpl" scope for that, even during a Clinton first brnu

In Russia a truly pluralist society, in the sense of a vety
conEntious one, has emirged in place of the old npnolithic
conformism; but democracy, in Yeltsin's time as in Crorbachev's,

sunrines only on a knife<dge, among the competing factions ard
forres. Sone of the most doom-laden Western scenarioo have not yet

proved precient. A market eqonomy' of however bent ard ffgl"-l
btt, aob seem b be emerging a year on from the end of the old
order, despiE the rampant inflition, the shortage of consurmr gg"dl,
ard the tt reat of rnasiive unemployment. If sonr coalition of hard-

line nationalists and unrePentant Communists should conr b Porr'er
in Moscow, it would not, of course, resbre the bipolar balance as it
was beforc 1989. For that to haPPen, Russia would have to reaonquer

the ottrer ex-soviet republics, and then Eastern Europe. If *:l nerv set

of decision-makeF in Moscow appeared evm tmtativdy orienbd in
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that dircction, the old Cold War shategies of containncnt and
deterrence would come back into operatiorU and the prospect of
Western economic aid would vanish. So would the concert of powers.
A multilaeral balance of power would appear in its stcd, probably
heavily stacked against Russia. The Security C.ouncil would obviously
again be stymied, but the alternative diplomatic nreclranisms of NATO
and other alliance systems would suddenly rerrive. War could not be
ruled out, but Russia would be in so disadvantageous a strategic
position that only a very irrational set of decision-makers in Moscow
could be regarded as likely to risk it. Even discounting that possibility,
it is clear that a great deal of the future of the global sysEm depends
on what happens politically and economically in Russia in this period
of, hopefully, transition to a secure pluralist democracy based in a
rapidly developing market economy. It rnay be years before the die is
firmly cast either in that direction, or its disastrous alternatives.

China offers the other great political uncertainty among the
world powers. The policy-makers in Beijing, in Deng Xiaoping's final
days, still appeared confident that they could pass on to their
hevitable sucoessors (men mostly themselves in their sixtie, but
representing 'the young generation' by the standards of Chinese
politics) tlrc secret of how to maintain indefinitely their successful
course of authoritarian capitalisrry without weakening the grp of the
party. If that should prove true, the China of, perhaps,2020 will be a
formidable force indeed in the world's affairs: relatively ridr,
overwhelmingly numerous, equipped with advanced weapor
systems, including nudear ones, with a totalitarian govemrnent and an
ass€rtive stancE in Asia and the South China Sea. Its neighbours, even
including lapa& would not be likely to find that very comfortable.

On Western thmries, by contrast, ttre old nren in Beiiing have
got it wrong: successful capitalism will gerrerate forree irrompatible
with autocratic party control. In any case, there must be a sucrcession
crisis when Deng is finally gathetd to his ancestors. The unc€rtainties
of political transition thereafter rnay b parallel b those at p,r€s€nt
being endured in Russia, though the economic context should be far
rnore favourable.

OnIy time will tell which theo"y will pncve valid, but this may
be an issue wherc the change from Bush to Clinton tnay prove
influential, for good or ill. Of all Washingtons bpposib numbers'in
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pollcy rnaking, those in Beiiing had probably npst b be anxious about
in that transition. For Bush devoted a special penonal care to the
Washington-Beiiing relatiorship, undoubtedly sternming from his stint
as AnErica's representative there in the early daye of the Nixon
'opening b China', and his understanclin& as a hangover from the
days otC-old War power<alculations, of the possible importance of
'the China card' in some future diplornatic tnalneuvt€. tn the initial
post{old War euphoria, those calculations seemd to refer b a tirne
long ago, and far from relevant. But the post4old War etrphoria has

proved a lot more temporary than the C-old War itse4 and Powq-
ialculadons about a multilateral cenbal balance nray in due course be

necessary again. ln them, China must ahnost inevitably be of rnore
real importance than it was during the original calculations of the early
seventies. For it must inevitably be far stronger, straEgically as well as

economically, than it was then. In fact far stronger than it has ever
been since WesErners impinged on the C-hinese world-state in the
eighteenth century. That rnay be quite an arxious tirne for those who
live in the Pacific, a time when they are likely to feel the tred of
outside allie.

One can see all these considerations behind Bush's careful
personal tending of the Washington-Beiiing link, and also behid the
policie of rnany of the srnaller staEs of the Asia-Pacific region. No
iuch factors, however, have yet appeared to influence Clinton s
proiectd policie. He inherited from his last Dernocratic predecessor,

limmy C-arter, a strong commitnnnt b hurnan rights and the actirrc

sponsoring of democratic values in placee abroad where they seen o
be lacling. Among the technique chosen b PrcnpE that worthy end
is the setting up of a Radio Free Asia'broadcasting service, dong the
lines of the'Radio Free Europe' which was undoubbdly useful b, and
influentiel aril)ng, those who led the dissidmt nnventnts against
cpmrnunism in Eastem Europe. That will irk the policpnakers in
geiiing a good deat possibly also those in DFkarta, when it buches on
East Tinror or hian laya, as well of oource as minq Asian autocracies
lile that in Myanrnar. ln the Chinese case, nx)leorrcr, tlrle is the ftar
of loss of MFN status, which would affect not only China's economic
plogress, but the stabitity of Hong Kong ard PerhaPs even Taiwan

The initid Chinese rcaction to Oinbn'g election has beell
cautious ard muted. The decision-rnalcers will p,robably swallow a
good deal (as with the Bush sale of F-16s b Taiwan) rather than tect
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in ways that would popardise the MFN status whidr is so important to
this phase of their economic transformation. But that will not always
be the case, as their overall strength increases.

Tlre end of the twentieth c€ntury offerc a nther rreat historical
illustration of the dangers of getting what you want. For a good forty
y€8, many people on the left of the political spectmm saw the root of
all international evil in the C-old War. Thooe on the right of the
political spectrum used to retort that, on the contrary, it all stemmed
from'the evil empire'itself, the Soviet Union. Now both sides have
got what they wanted: the Cold War has passd into history, and so
has the Soviet Union. More lapse of tirre is needed, of course, before
either can be adequately assessed, but neither warrants nostalgia. Yet
the post{old War, post-Soviet Union world has not proved to be an
instant Utopi4 and the new millenium does not seem likely to produce
theMillenium.
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THE POWERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
(CHAPTERSVTOIxOT

THE CHAR'TER OT THE I,'NTTED NATIONS)

CHAPTER V
T}IE SECI,'RITY COIJNCIL

ColcosmoN

Ardcle Zl
1. The Security Council shall consist of eleven Members of the
Unibd Nations. The Republic of China, Franc€, the lJnion of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and the United Sates of America shall be Permanent nrembers
of the Security C-ouncil. The General Assembly shall elect six other
Members of the United Natiorrs to be non-perrnanent members of the
Security Council, due regard being specially Paid, in the first instance

to the contribution of Members of ttre Unibd Nations b the
maintenance of international peace ant security and to the other
purposs of the Organization, and also to equitable geographical
distribution.

2. The non-permanent nrembers of the Security Cruncil shall be
eleced for a Erm of trpo years. In the first election of the non-
perrnanent members, however, three shall be chosen for a term of one
year. A retiring member shall not be eligible for imrnediaE re+lection

3. Each member of the Security C-ouncil shall have one
representative.

FT'NcTIoNs AND POWERS

Ardcle 24

1. In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United
Nations, its Members cpnfer on the Security Council prirnary
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responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security,
and agree that in carrying out its duties under this responsibility the
S€curity Council acts on their behalf.

2. In discharging these duties the Security Council shall act in
actordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations.
The specific powers granted to the Security Council for the discharge
of these duties are laid down in Chapters VI, VII, VIII, and XII.

3. The Security Council shall submit annual ild, when
necessary, special reports to the General Assembly for its
consideration.

Article 25

The Members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry
out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the
present Charter.

Article 26

In order to promote the establishment and maintenance of
intemational peace and security with the lest diversion for
armaments of the world's human and economic nesources, the Security
Council shall be responsible for formulating, with the assistance of the
Military Staff C-ommittee referred to in Artide 47, plars to be
submitted to the Members of the United Nations for the establishrrrent
of a system for the regulation of armaments.

VoTING

Article 27

1. Each member of the Security Council shall have one vote.

2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural rnatbrs shall
be made by an affirmative vote of seven members.

3. Decisions of the Security Council on all other rnatters shall be
rnade by an affirmative vote of seven members induding the
conorrring votes of the permanent members; provided that, in
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decisions under Chapter VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 52, a
party to a dispute shall abstain fiom voting.

hoCEDURE

Article 28

1. The Security Council shall be so organizd as to be able b
function crntinuously. Each member of the Seflrity Council shall for
this purpose be represented at all times at the seat of the Organization.

2. The Security Council shall hold periodic rreetings at which
eadr of its members may, if it so desires, be repreend by a rnember
of the government or by some other specially designated
representative.

3. The Security C-ouncil may hold nreeting;s at such places other
than the seat of the Organization as in ib iudgrrent will best faciliate
its work.

Article 29

The Security Council rnay establish such subsidiary o{gans ag
it deems neoessary for the performance of its functions.

Article 30

The Security C-ouncil shall adopt its own rules of procedure,
including the method of selecting ib ltesident

Article 31

Any member of the Unitd Natioru which is not a member of
the Security Council rnay participate, without voF, in the discussion of
any question brought before the Security Council whercver the latter
considers that the inter€sts of that Member are specially affected.

Ardcle 32

Any Member of the UniEd Nations which is not a rnember of
the Security C-ouncil or any state which is not a Member of the UniEd
Natioru, if it is a party to a dispute under consideration by the Security
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council, shall be invited to participate, without vote, in the discussion
rcla1ig b the dispute. Ttre security council shall lay down such
conditions as it deems just for the participation of a stae which is not a
Member of the United Nations.

pAcrErc r rff fl#^LEF Drs purE s

Article 33

1. The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely
!9 endanger the rnaintenance of international peace and security, shali,first of all, seek a solution by negotiatioru enquiry, o.iiaUor,,
conciliatiory arbitration, judicial seftlement, resort to regional agencies
or iurangerEnts, or other peaceful rneans of their own choice.

?. Th" krlE Council shall, when it deems necessary, call upon
the parties to settle their dispute by such means.

Article 34

n"- lf"l{ Council may investigate any dispute, or any
situation.which might lead to international friction or 6.re rise to a
dispute, in order to determine whether the continuatce 6f the dispute
or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international
peace and security.

Article 35

1. Any Member of the United Nations may bring any dispute, or
any situation of the nature referred to in Article gl, td tl,e attention of
the SecurityCouncil or of the General Assembly.

2. A state which is not a member of the united Nations may
bring to the attention of the s€curity council or of the General
Assembly any dispute to which,it is a pirty if it accepts in advance, for
the purposes of the dispute, ttre outigiuons of 'pacific 

settlement
provided in the present Charter.

.3. - The proceedings of the General Assembly in respect of matters
51s"ght to its attention under this Article will be iubtct to the
provisions of Articles 11 and 12.
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Ardcle 36

1. The Security Council may, at any stage of a disPute of the

nature referred to in Article 33 0r of a sihration of like nature,

recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adiustrnent'

2. The security council should take into consideration any

procedrrres for the slttlement of the dispute which have already been

adopted by the Parties.

3.InmakingrecommendationsunderthisArtidetnesecgrity
Council shall alsoLke into consideration that legal disputes-s\ould as

;;;;i rule be referred by the p.afties to the international Court of

i tEU"" in acrordance with ttre provisions of the Statute of the Court.

Article 37

1. should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred to in

Article 33 fail to setile it by the ncins indicated in that Article, they

shall refer it to the Security Council'

2. If the s€curity council deems that the continuance of the

dirp.r," is in ract likely to endangel the maintenance of intemational

peice and sec'rity, it stratt decide-whether to take action under Artide

35 or to recomrnend such terms of settlement as it may consider

appropriate.

Article 38

WithoutpreiudicetotheprovisionsofArticles33to3Zthe
Security Council itoi, if all the p"ttio to any dispute so request, make

recommendations to itre partiei with a view to a pacific settlement of

the dispute.
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CHAPTERVII
ACTION WTT}I RESPECT TO

THREATS TO THE PEACE BREACHES OF THE PEAC4 AND
ACTS OF AGGRESSION

Article 39

- Tl1e Security Council shall determine the edstence of any
threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression and shail
make recommendations, or decide what rrreasureJ stutt be taken in
acrordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or rcstore international
peace and security.

Article l1()

In order to prevent an aggravation of the situation, the
security council may, before making the recommendations or
deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39, cal upon the
parties concerned to comply with such provisional nreasures as it
deems necessary or desirable. such provisionar nreasures shall be
without preiudice to the rights, claims, or position of the parties
concerned. The security council shall duly take acrcount of faiiure to
comply with such provisional measures.

Article 41

- fr9 Securi,ty Council rnay decide what measures not involving
the use of arrned force are to be employed to give effect to iti
decisions, and it rnay call upon the Members of the Unitea Nations to
apply such measures. These may indude complete or partial
intemrption of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal,
telegraphic, radio, and other means of communicatiory and ttre
s€verance of diplomatic relations.

Article lo
Should the Security Council consider that measures provided

for in Artide 41 would be inadequate or have proved to be inidequate,
it rnay take such action by air, s€a, or land forces as nray be necessary
to rnaintain or restore international peace and security. such action
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may include demonstrations, blockadg and other operations by air,

s"", ot land forces of Members of the United Natioru'

Article 43

l. All Members of the united Nations, in order to contribute to

the maintenance of international peace and security, undertalce to

make available to the Security Cou-ncil, on its call and in accordance

with a special agreement or agreements, arrned forces, aSsistance, and

facilities, includiing rights of passage necessary for the purpose of

maintaining international peace and security.

2. such agreement or agleenrnts shall govern-$e numbers and

types of forces,"their degree of readiness and general locatioru and the

ti.t"* of the facilities and assistance to be provided'

3. Ttre agreement or agreements shall t" *g9ti"9 as sq)n as

possible ot tf,e initiative oJ ttre Security -!9un9l. They_ shall be

ioncluded betr,veen the Security Council and Members or between the

security c-ouncil and groups of Members and shall be subiect to

ratifica-tion by the signatory-states in acrordance with their respective

constitutional processes.

Article 44

when the security council has decided to use force it shall,

before calling uPon a Member not represented on it to provide armed

forces in fulfilment of the obligations assumed under Artide 43, invite
that Member, if the Member so desires, to participate in the decisions

of the security council concerning the employment of contingents of
that Member's armed forces.

Article 45

ln order to enable the united Nations to talc urgent military
measures, Members shall hold immediately available national air-force

contingents for cpmbined international enforcement action: The

sr"tglf, and degree of readiness of these coltinggnt-g and.plans for

their-combined action shall be determined, within the limits laid down
in the special agrcement or agreerrEnts referred to in Artide 43, by the

s€curii council with the assistance of the Military staff commiftee.
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Article 46

Plans for the application of armed force shall be made by the
Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff C-ommittee.

Article 47

1. There shall be established a Military Staff Committee to advise
and assist the security council on all questions relating to the security
council's military requirements for the maintenance bf international
peage and security, the employment and command of forces placed at
its disposal, the regulation of armaments, and possible disarrnament.

2. The Military Staff Committee shall consist of the Chieft of Staff
of the permanent members of the Security C-ouncil or their
representatives. Any Member of the united Nations not perrnanently
represented on the committee shall be invited by the commiftee to be
associated with it when the efficient discharge of the C-ommiftee's
responsibilities requires the participation of that Member in its work.

3. The Military Staff Committee shall be responsible under the
secgrity council for the strategic direction of any armed forces placed
at the disposal of the Security Council. Questions relating 

-O 
tne

command of such forces shall be worked out subsequently.

4. The Military Staff Committee, with the authorization of the
s€curity council and after consultation with appropriate regional
agencies, may establish regional subcommittees.

Article r18

1. The action required to carry out the decisions of the Security
council for the maintenance of international peace and security shail
be taken by all the Members of the united Nations or by some oi them,
as the Security Council may determine.

2. Such decisions shall be carried out by the Members of ttre
United Nations directly and through their action in the appropriate
international agencies of which they are members.
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Article 49

The Members of the United Nations shall irin in affording
muhral assistance in carrying out the nreasures decided upon by the

Security Council.

Article 50

If preventive or enforcernent rreasunes against any_gtaE are

taken by ti.e Sec,ttity Council, any other state, whether a Member of
the Uni-ted Nations or not, which finds ibelf confronted with special

economic problems arising from the carrlnng out of those measures

shall have the right to consult the Security Council with regard b a

solution of those problems.

Article 5l
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair th9 inhe1nt right

of irdividual or collective selfdefense if an arrned attack octun
against a Member of the united Natiors, until the security_council has

tiken the rneasures necessa{y to rnaintain international peace and

sectuity. Measures ta}en by Members in the er(ercise of this tiglt of
seudeiense shall be immediately reported to the Sectrity Council and

shall not in any way affect the authority ard responsibility of the

Sectrrity Council under the present Charter to talc at any time sudr

action as it deems necessary in order to rnaintain or rtstorc
intemational peace and security.

CTIAPTER\rIU
REGIONAL ARRAIIGEMENTS

Ardcle 52

1. Nothing in the present Charter precludes the exisbnc€ of
regional arrangenrnts or agerrcies for dealing wi$ suc\ rnatHs
retating to the maintenance of international peace ad security as are

appropriab for regional action, provided that such arrdngements or
alitrcies and their activitie are consistent with the Purposes ad
kirriples of the United Nations.
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2. The Members of the United Natioru entering into such
iurangements or cpnstituting such agencies shall make every effort to
adrieve pacific settlement of local disputes through suctr regional
Tangements or by such regional agencies before refering them to the
Security Council.

3. The 
-Security Council shall encourage the development of

pacific settlement of local disputes through such 
- 

regional
arrangenrents or by such regional agerrcies either on the initiative of
the states cpncerned or by reference from the Security Courrcil.

4. This Artide in no way i^paits the application of Articles 3l
and 35.

Ardcle 53

1. _The Security Council shall, wlrere appropriate, utilize such
regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under its
authority. But no enforcement action shall be talcen urder regional
arrangements or by regional agencies without the authorization of the
Security lo-unqL with the exception of measures against any enemy
rt !", T- d:{lua in paragraph 2 of this Artide, provided for pursuant
to Article la7 or in regional .urangernents directed against renewal of
aggressive pohqr on the part of any such state, until such time as the
Organization may, on request of the Governrnent concerned, be
charged with the responsibility for preventing further aggression by
sudr a state.

2. The term 'enemy state' as used in paragraph 1 of this Article
applies to any state which during the second world war has been an
enemy of ary signatory of the present Charter.

Article Sl
Tty Security Council shall at all times be kept fully inforrnedof activities undertaken or in contemplation 

- ud; regional
arangements or by regional agencies for the rnaintenance of
intemational peace and security.
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CHAPTER U
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AI.ID SOCIAL COOPERATION

Ardcle 55

With a view to the creation of conditioru of stability and well-
being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations arnong
nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-
determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:

a. higher standards of living full and

conditions of eqcnomic and socid ProgFess and

development;

b. solutions of international economic, social, h€alth, ard
related problems; and international culturd and
educational cooperation; and

c. universal resPect for, and observance of, humanrights and
fundanrental freedoms for all without distinction as to
nace, sex, language or religioru

Ardcle 56

All Members pledge themselve b take pint and separaE
action in cooperation with the Organization for the achievenrnt of the
purposes set forth in Article 55.

Ardcle 57

1. The various specialized agencies, established by
intergovemmental agreement and having wide international
responsibilities, as defined in their basic instrunrents, in economic,
socid, crrltural, educational, health, and related fields, shall be brought
into relationship with the United Nations in accordance with the
provisions of Article 63.

2. Such agencie thus brought into relationshiP with the Unibd
Nations are hereinafter referred to as specialized agencies.
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Article 58

The organization shall make recomnrerdations for the
coordination of the policies and activities of the specialized agencies.

Article 59

. The Organization shall, where appropriaE, initiate
negotiations amolg the states concerned for the-creafron of any new
specialized $!!oes required fcir the accomplishnrent of the purposes
set forth in Article 55.

Article 60

_ Responsibility for the dirharge of the functions of the
organization set forth in this chapter stratt ue vested in the c*neral
5serrolr and, underthe authority of the c'eneral Assembly, in the
Economic and social council, which shall have for this purfbse the
powers set forth in Chapter X.
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Ttre world has changed more rapidly and more radically in the three years
since 1989 than it did in the forty years before that date. This book offers an
interim analysis of these changes, from the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end
of the Cold War in 1989 and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, up to
and induding the election of President Clinton in 1992. A special chapter is
devoted to their impact on Australia's foreign policy prospects. The changes in
Western and Central Europe and the Central Asian Republics, along with their
probable impacts on China, fapan and India, are also charted.


